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•.• And God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the 
moving creature that hath life •.• and God created great 
whales, and every living creature that moveth, which the 
waters brought forth abQlldantly ••• 
Genesis 1:20, 21 (AV) 
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Chapter 1 
IHTIW])UCTION 
The effect raw sewage has on the distribution of seaweed 
along a section of the South African coastline is the topic of 
this study. Although the results follow previous findings 
about the effect sewage has on the distribution of seaweed 
species, this study area forms a unique situation where, fo r 
sixty-six years, raw, untreated sewage has been pumped 
directly into the sea within the city limits of East London. 
The location of the receivinG waterf3 is a small cove with a 
conspicuous 900ml ~ diameter pipe ( Plate 1. 2) releasing its 
contents at the low water spring tide mark (Watling, 1983) to 
mix with the waves . Untreated sewage contains large amounts 
of organic matter and wastes with a high organic content are 
not easily dissolved and can be carried considerable distrulces 
from t he po i nt of discharge (Pearce, 1971) (O'Sullivan, 1971). 
The sewage is then able to mix along the shoreline but at a 
much lower dilution rate than would be the case with an 
underwater pipeline extending out under the sea. 
The effect can be seen in t he results of the study of the 
relationships of seaweed species in the immediate vicinity of 
the outfall and then working away towards a control 
established at lOOOm southwest of the outfall. An extra 
control, 35km southwest of the outfall, was used to establish 
a checklist for comparison (See plates 1.3 and 1.4). 
The use of attached seaweeds for this study is 
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significant because of their inability to move away from 
pollution. Beoause of this oharacteristio, seaweeds oan be 
used . as indicator organisms (Burrows, 1971). 
The most reoent pollution studies using seaweeds have 
presented these ever present organisms to an ecology-minded 
sooiety and provided us with yet another organism which reaots 
to man's pollution of the Earth. The seaweed reacts to the 
substanoes introduoed into the estuaries and oceans and oan 
actually be utilized to show where man's pollution is spread-
ing. Burrows (1971) proposed using this reaction a s a poss-
ible indioator organism for pollution. The response of Ulva 
to the presenoe of sewage pollution was shoWll,and it Vias found 
that Ulva oould make use of the nitrogen in the form of ammo-
nium and that under polluted conditions, the plants had a high 
nitrogen and organio sulphur oontent compared with that under 
non-polluted oonditions. 
O'Sullivan (1971) found that the introduotion of 
pollutants reduoed seaweed diversity and short-circuited the 
energy flow. He stated that the addition of organio wastes 
provides energy in the form of ohemical bonds and the natural 
eoosystem adapts from one fue]ed by the energy of sunlight to 
one fueled by the oxidation of organio wastes. This Vlould 
eventually eliminate the normal fauna beoause of an exoess of 
respirati on over photosynthesis espeoially when the amount of 
waste matter is great. This oauses a reduotion of diversity 
and an inorease in absolute numbers or denSity around the 
outfalls. He also pointed out that desirable speoies in 
nutrient-lean waters are replaoed by possibly less desirable 
3 
species. 
Borowitzka (1972) determined algal species diversity and 
found a decrease in species numbers in the outfall vicinity. 
This reduction was most evident in the brown and red algae. 
He found the instability of the environment in the outfall 
regions held the communities a t primitive, pioneering stages 
[1.&.- l.-C\"'.,.... 0.4,,~~ 
and were characterised by a low algal species diversity. 
A 
Murray and Littler (1974) found the outfall area to have 
a lower species diversity and reduced numbers of l arger 
species that were replaced by a more productive loVi turf. 
The critical ecologi cal effect revealed by the study was the 
increased instability in the area of the outfal l plume. The 
organisms present had simpler and shorter life histories and 
were characteristic of communities in early stages of 
succession. 
Littler and ~mrray (1975) reported 49% fewer species of 
micro-organisms in the outfall area than in the nearby control 
areas. Species of Lithothamniumwere conspicuously absent 
from the outfall area possibly because of their growth 
locations along crevices of rocks and the higher effluent 
concentrations which accumulate in these regions. They 
observed that Wh.(LO.; large brown algae were cornmon in the con-
trol areas, they were absent in the outfall area . Blue-green 
algae were common on the higher shores of the outfall region 
and showed tolerance to the pure sewage diluted only at high 
tide by seawater. While species of Li thothamnium were 
missing from the outfall area, another coralline Corallina 
officinalis var. chilens is, became the dominant intertidal 
4 
coralline of the outfall region. They stated that a critical 
effect of the outfall could be decreased environmental sta-
bilit~ thereby favouring rapid colonizers and more sewage -
tolerant organisms. The simpler and shorter life histories 
and smaller growth 'forms were characteristics the organisms 
in this polluted enviromnent possessed. 
Previous results were supported by Littler and !;\urray 
(1977) when they emphasized the rapid recovery of successional 
plots in the outfall area while the control plots had not 
fully recovered after one year. Another finding of theirs 
was that species comprising the intertidal turf, character-
istic of sewage-disturbed areas, showed considerably greater 
productivity per unit of thallus area than most macrophytes 
measured and that outfall populations tended to have higher 
energy contents than populations in unpolluted areas. These 
energy rich components were entering the intertidal food web 
through omnivores and suspension feeders of the outfall 
community. 
Another point Littler and Murray (1977) made was that the 
sewage tolerant species had low photosynthetic quotient values 
during exposure to effluent as compared with species of low 
tolerance which had a higher value. This was again brought 
out by Kindig and Littler (1980), when experiments were 
carried out with 10 Southern Californian macrophytes exposing 
- r,."r"l 
them to untreated, secondary, and secondary chlorinated sewage 
A 
during long ,-term studies in the laboratory. i /hile 3 species 
demonstrated enhanced growth in the presence of primary sewage, 
chlorination of the effluent had only short-term negative 
5 
effects. Experiments with Corallina officinalis var. 
chilensis as well as a few non-calcareous species which show 
considerable tolerance to sewage stress showed siens of 
physioloeical acclimation to sewage stress. 
ri.urray and Littler (1978) compared the algal succession 
of a sewage polluted area with a non-polluted area on San 
Clemente Island, California. They reported the abundance of 
blue-green algae and diatoms in the early successional stages 
in both polluted ~ld non-polluted areas. The outfall study 
plots showed a more rapid recovery following clearing and 
sterili zation as compared with the control areas which had not 
completely recovered within 30 months. The species that were 
responsible for the rapid recolonization were referred to as 
pioneer or "opportunistic" species with rapid growth rates, 
high productivity and simple thallus forms with large surface 
to weight ratios (Murray and Littler, 1978). 
Littler and Murray (1978) studied the use of opportunis-
tic high energy algal forms (Ulva and the blue-greens) as 
food by certain org~sms as compared with the use of 
articulated coralline algae in the unpolluted areas. The 
outfall c;razer populations utilized these hiC;h energy sub-
climax algae. The macro-invertebrates in the polluted 
habitat grazed greater populations of blue-green algae and 
bacteria. These macro-invertebrate populations contained 
higher energy contents than those in the unpolluted habitat. 
¥{atling (1983) investigated the pollution status of the 
East London area and found that, with the introduction of 
untreated sewage into the sea, the currents make it possible 
G 
for the increase in its potential to impact theswi~ning 
beaches. Because of lack of evidence (although further 
studies 'vI.exe planned) he found no direct signs of contamination 
<.l",J.:. 
of marine lifeAcould only assume at this stage that the lack 
of faunal diversity and numbers was due to the inhospitable 
coastline and not to pollution. 
-eJ ,,\ . 
Gardner (1983) reported high E. coli I/100ml counts 
'" - - -
indicative of moderate sewage contamination at Nahoon Beach, 
l500m from the outfall. 
1.1 Aim of Present Investigation 
In order to determine which seaweeds were unable to 
survive in the stressed area and ho w. far the effect of the 
effluent extended along the coast, various methods were 
applied and carried out over a two-year period between 
November 1982 and November 1984. 
Three major long-term studies took place. The first 
study was to determine the presence or absence of the sea-
weeds throughout (1) the entire study area and then (2) in 
areas broken u p into sections with known distances from the 
outfalls. 
The second method involved statistical evaluations using 
point intersect methods and photography to produce information 
to determine species density, diVersity, evenness, and to 
provide the information required to work with a number of 
ecological equations in the future. 
The third method incorporated a long-term survey on 
7 
cleared plots in various sectors of the study area. The 
recolonization of the plots was recorded over a thirty-week 
period. 
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Chapter 2 
2.1 The Study Area 
There are two outfalls within the study area (Plate 2.5) 
(Fig. 2.1). The northern one receives sewage from the 
northeast suburbs of East London, This 500mm diameter pipe 
(the Nahoon pipe) (plate 2.1) empties about 3.5 million litres 
of raw sewage per day into the sea. The main outfall receives 
the sewage from the rest of the city (except for two areas 
further inland) and releases 19 million litres per day into 
the ocean (Keppie, 1983) (Plates 2.2-2.5). The sewage is 
mainly domestic waste with the occasional addition of dyes 
from a local textile factory. The dye has been useful in 
following the currents which carries the sewage away from the 
outfalls (see Plates 2.7-2.9). 
A sewage plume is usually visible extending out from the 
cove though the direction depends largely on the wind 
direction (Plate 2.6). 
The sewage system at the time of this study is almost as 
it was when installed in 1922. The use of the outgoing tide 
to carry accumulated sewage away, soon became inefficient as 
the load grew with the population. At present two screening 
stations, using metal grids to scree~ut materials that may 
otherwise restrict the flow, are the only form of treatment 
applied to the raw sewage. One collects from the Nahoon side 
while the other collects from the city. These barminuter 
stations are manned by workers who clean the grids throughout 
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the day (See plates 2.10-2.12). 
2.2 Geography 
\'Ii th the exception of a few small beaches wi th an average 
width of 25m, most of the study area consists of rock plat-
forms that are from 5m to 20m wide, which rise steeply to 
cliffs ranging from 10m to 25m in hei ght. This zone is still 
affected by splash and spray during high surf periods. The 
land quickly climbs and 100m from the sea, it averages 55m in 
height and is covered by dense bush and trees. 
Dune Rock, (false-bedded calcareous sandstone) 
(hyre, 1938), makes up the cliffs as well as the platforms and 
gives a consistent substrate throughout. Some of the south-
east coast .'s highest forelands C30m-60m) are found along these 
dune rock cliffs (Heydorn and Tinley, 1980) (See plates 2.13 
and 2.14). 
eJ(i.\ 
Eyre , (1938) surveyed the area mostly to the west of Bats 
Cave because of the "precipitous nature and inaccessibility of 
the eastward part .•• " so the geographical descriptions listed 
in that study were, for the most part, 800 to 2000m west of 
the area in this study. 
The location of the study area is 33'Ol"S and 27'57"E. 
The area lies on a point between two rivers, namely the 
Buffalo and Nahoon Rivers (Fig. 2.2). The annual runoff of 
each of these rivers is about 82 million cubic metres (Heydorn 
and Tinley, 1980). Two lesser streams straddle either side 
of the study area but their mouths are usually closed. 
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The tides of the area are described by Heydorn and Tinley 
(1980) as mesotides which are typical for most of the African 
Continent's coastline. The mean level of the tide is 1,2m 
v/hile the Illean range is 1,6m (0,4 at tvlL'IIS to 2,0 at MHWS). 
This does not include extreme levels due to storms (Heydorn 
and Tinley, 1980). Low water during spring tides occurs 
from 9hOO to 10h30 and 21hOO to 23hOO and thus, from the 
point ' of view of desiccation, this is a favourable time for 
exposed seaweeds (Isaac, 1937). 
The mean air temperature for East London is 18,7°C with 
an absolute maximum of 41,30C and a minimum of 2, SoC. The 
humidity averages 72;; at 8hOO and 651~ at 14hOO (Heydorn and 
'finley, 198C' ). 
Isaac (193'il) recorded the mean water temperature for East 
o London as 17,6 C. The water temperature has a mean ran,se of 
150C (froIn an extreme of 100C to 25°C) but, with an average of 
220C in January and 160C in July, an overlap of plants and 
~limals from tropical areas and temperate seas is formed. 
Stephenson (1944) and Brown and Jarman (1978) regard this area 
as a subtropical province with definite tropical affinities 
but also possessing numerous common species with the 'ilarm 
temperate coast to the south. 
The inshore temperature can change (drop) dramatically 
within 12 hours during an easterly gale. On the other hand, 
westerly winds move surface waters of the Agulhas Current 
shorewards (to the left) causing downwelling and allowing 
fish of tropical seas to occur closer inshore (Heydorn and 
Tinley, 19BO). 
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The Agulhas Current carries tropical water southwards 
past the east and southeast coasts. Whillier (19 62) showed 
that cyclonic (clockwise) vortices occurred between the 
Buffalo River mouth and Nahoon Point which caused a northward 
drift close to the shore (Fig. 2.3). This current would 
travel past the outfall area carrying the sewage northwards. 
However, the sewage tends to hug the coast on either side of 
the discharge points and can be entrained for a considerable 
period in coastal gyres which develop in the iu@ediate 
vicinity of the outfalls. It later rejoins the Agulhas 
Current and continues south ( Watling, 1983). The outfall on 
the west bank of East London is not affected by this northward 
drift as sewage enters the southward cur rent and moves away 
from the city. 
The rocks of the main outfall cove are covered by a grey 
film extending upwards to an average height of 1.31m above 
mean low water (IvIL ... '/) (Plate2.2). This grey material is 
composed mainly of blue-green algae and takes on an appearance 
similar to the activator tunnels in the secondary stages of a 
sewage treatment plant. This grey film is also found around 
the Nahoon pipe but on a much smaller scale and extending 
only O.13m in height above ULN. 
Although the cove is usually awash even at low tide 
(Plate 2.2), the salinity remains below normal up to at least 
30m from the outfall (Fig . 2.4). At this point, despite the 
much larger plume size, the wave action has mixed the waters 
enough t o return them to normal salinity. 
-e...r "'/IQ. 
Livingstone (1968 ) 
1 
found salinity returning to normal within 120m of an 
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ullderViater outfall in Natal. 
The East London Municipality carries out water tests 
along the coast once a week. Besides testing for bacteria 
and coliforms, checks are made of the nutrient and salinity 
levels at sample sites about 700m from the outfall and further 
away. The results, however interesting they might be, are 
confidential but will probably be released once a sewage 
treatment plant is installed. Watling (1983) recorded hi gh ~. 
Coll I counts along the East London coastline and found that 
the "Bats Cave sewage impacts the coastline between Quinera 
River mouth and the Nahoon River" including the Hahoon River 
estuary as far as the bridge (See fig.2.2). The E. coli I 
levels found in many areas of Watling's survey far exceeded 
the California Administrative code minimum standards for 
public water contact of l OOO/lOOml (Littler and rr.urray , 1975). 
, . 
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Chapter 3 
DISTHIBUTION OF SEAWEEDS AT BATS CAVE ROCKS 
INTRODUCTION 
The distribution of seaweeds found alonG Bats Cave rocks 
is affected by the sewage which is released into the sea 
daily. Besides the effects untreated sewage has on the 
coastline, high bacterial and nutrient content and low oy.ygen 
and salinity levels tend to eliminate a great variety of 
species. The shocle to the ecosystem can eliminate organisms 
already under stress in intertidal zones. Systems tend to 
favour micro-organisms which are adapted or can mutate and 
evolve rapidly to cope (O'Sullivan, 1971) (See plates 3 .1-3.4). 
The seaweeds that do survive often increase their numbers 
because of lack of competition for space and nutrients 
(Seagrief, 1971). The almost total occupation of the rock's 
surface by these tolerant seaweeds is probably because sessile 
animals cannot live there (Katada and Satomi, 1975). 
Katada and Satomi (1975) record that large seaweeds pre-
dominate over small seaweeds on unpolluted coastlines in Japan 
except where the violent shock of waves hinders their growth. 
In the latter case, smaller algae predominate with larger 
algae confined to pools in the rocks or to sheltered areas. 
Li ttler and J,;urray (1975) reported large brown algae which 
were common in the control area as being absent in the outfall 
area they were studying in California. The inhospitable 
10 
coastline at Bats Cave (Watling, 1983) may playa partial role 
in the seaweed distribution, but the smaller species found 
along these rocks may also be influenced by the outfalls, and 
within the outfall area , other factors must be considered. 
Very few surveys of seaweed species have been carried out 
for this particular area. Stephenson (1948) recorded 123 
.... ,l..-" 
species from a 1938 survey (Eyre, 1938). 
A 
Brown and Jarman 
(1970) recorded 210 species for this area which they refer to 
as a sub-tropical overlap area. They recorded only 29 species 
! as endemic to the area,but the total was the. highest for 
Southern Africa. Seagrief (in press) has listed 285 species 
for the Eastern Cape. This comprises over half of the 547 
species listed for South Africa (Seagrief, 1984). The species 
numbers from these studies were for l arge areas of coastline 
and not limited to the 2 .5km of the study ar ea. 
3.1 J\lethods 
A collection of the intertidal seaweeds in the study area 
was carried out. Before this could be done, a map was drawn 
of the study area and broken up into sections of approximately 
30 square metres. With this grid map, the areas could then 
be sampled separately O'ig. 3.1). 
Samples were collected and preserved in jars containing 
4~ formalin in seawater . Field notes were made on common, 
abundant species and where there was any doubt involving 
identification, herbarium sheets were made or microscope 
slides using 25% Karo Corn Syrup in seawater. The slides 
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were later sealed with clear nail varnish and labelled for 
future reference. 
Identifications were carried out with the aid of a number 
of references to Souther n Africa seaweed. Day (1969), Simons 
(1976), and Geagrief (1967, 1980, 1984, in press) were used 
with references made to De Toni (1889), Fritsch (1935, 1945) 
Kutzing (1977), Kylin (1938, 1956) and Bold and 'liynne (1978). 
hlicroscopes used in the identification process were a Vickers 
J;ilOA, Lei tz-ONetzlar dissecting microscope and a Gpencer 
microscope with an oil Immersion lens. 
The results were entered into an Apple II computer using 
a programme written to store and retrieve the information as 
needed (See Appendix 2). Common species were easily located 
as well as species uncommon to a particular area. , The sea-
weeds were also entered as predetermined numbers to allow for 
rapid handling of the data. 
3.2 Hesults and Discussion 
The outfall areas became the focal point of the study and 
concentration was focused on the presence or absence of 
species in this area as compared with the presence and abun-
dance of, or lack of the same species further away. The 
tolerance of certain species to the sewage could be seen in 
the intertidal zone. Study below this zone was almost 
impossible because of the nature of the area. 
Chapman (1979) noted that "the leafy green thalli of the 
Chlorophyta are conspicuous on sewage polluted shores". 
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Although a few red seaweeds did occur in the outfall area, 
they were difficult to recognize mainly because of the thick 
coverage of blue-green algae. Borowitzka (1971) found a 
"reduction in red and brown species" while Littler and Murray 
(1977) found 90% more taxa in samples in their control area 
than in the outfall area. Borgese (1975) wrote that "sewage 
pollution produces excessive growth of algae in coral reefs •• 
smothering coral polyps". 
These 'Chlorophyta' may be less desirable species and, 
because of their rapid growth rate and the reduction of 
grazers (Borowitzka, 1971) to take advantage of the food sup-
ply to feed, can become a source of pollution when they die 
off ( O' Sullivan, 1971). 
3.2.2. 
During the tViO year period of the study, 131 different 
species of seaweed were collected in the study area. Concen-
trated study in the outfall area produced many more species 
than would have been expected. However, the totals were 
still lower than for the areas further away and a gradient of 
species numbers from the outfall towards t he control was 
evident (Fig. 3.3 ) 
The reduced number of species near the outfalls and the 
absence of certain species common to the control areas sUG-
gest that this area is experiencing a situation where the 
species present are able to withstand the extra stress 
exerted by the presence of sewage. 
'fhe J19 zone which lies wi thin 30m of the main outfall, 
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had 60 species present. The main outfall released its con-
tents in the K18 area (J<'ig. 3.4). Only 18 species, including 
those on the cliff face, were recorded here. These species, 
mainly the blue-greens, were very sparse throughout the rest 
of the study area. Likewise) the K12 area (Fig. 3.5) around 
r 
the Nahoon outfall was limited to 8 species. The most 
affected area besides the outfall locations was the area 
between the two pipes. Altogether, 48 diff erent species 
occurred between the two outfalls. 
\'Ihen the distance from the outfalls increased, the number 
of species increased (Fig. 3.3). From J20 to J24 (30-g0m 
from the outfall), 67 species were found and this increased 
to 70 at J25 (100m from the outfall). The J30-40 areas 
(250m from the outfall) had 81 species and from J40 on, 79 
species were found. 
There was also an increase towards the north-east of the 
Hahoon Outfall, although the numbers dropped when the substrate 
changed from dune rock to boulders. The J10 region had 65 
species. Only 45 species were found towards J6 and J7 where 
the substrate changed to boulders. Littler and Littler 
(1984) reported boulder fields in the Gulf of California as 
regions where stress from boulder movements resulted in fewer 
species of seaweed inhabiting these fields as compared with 
stable bedrock substrate. 
A nWllber of common species found throughout most of the 
study were missing in the outfall areas. Although J19 had 
60 species, common species including Gelidium pristoides , 
Acrosorium maculatum, Griffithsia sp., Gigartina pistillata, 
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and 4 species of rlocamium were absent. The Corallines were 
present but reduced in size and restricted to the section of 
the J19 area furthest from the outfall. Polyopes constrictus 
-" -- . 
was only found >from lOOm~whu<-<L' Gelidium versicolor and 
--«.,._--. -
Halimeda cuneata only occurred' as close as 80m. 
, 
Most brown algae was also absent which supports Borowi tzka ~ ", .. " 
(1971). Species of Zonaria, Dictyota, SarGas sum, Iyengaria 
, /, ' -- . ". 
and Dictyopteris only occurred-' from 100m from the outfall and 
----
Ecklonia biruncinata was only found >in 2 rockpools, 250m and 
500m from the outfall. From lOOOm, the brown algae were 
more common. 
A very small Porphyra capensis was found growing epiphy-
tically on the green algae within 15m of the pipe in J19. 
This Vias the only record of P. capensis in the study area, 
while heavy growths were monitored 35km away throughout the 
two years. 
Blue-green algae w~e mainly restricted to the outfall 
regions where heavy growth occurred. Although their presence 
was recorded for other areas including the controls, the hea~J 
dominant growth found within 30m of the outfalls did not occur. 
Species of Bryopsis, Cladophora, Enteromorpha and 
Ghaetomorpha regularly occurred near the outfalls) and 
although they also occurred further away, they occurred in 
greater numbers and were more consistently present in the 
outfall areas. 
COfl@on species to all areas were Ulva sp., Gaulerpa 
filiformis, Hypnea spicifera, Cladophora rugulosa, Ceramium 
arenarium, Polysiphonia cf. incompta, Rhodymenia S~ o and 
28 
Amphiroa cf. rigida. ',Yhether the species common to all of 
~fe «<5 
the areas could be termed as the 'opportullistic' A(J..!urray and 
Littler, 1974) ~, or if any of the species found (Table 
3.1 and 3.2) in the outfall area could be termed opportunistic, 
tolerant species cannot be determined from just their presence 
or absence. Some smaller species recorded in the outfall 
zone were sometimes one time collections and were not found 
in the areas again. This may have resulted from favourable 
conditions for the particular species existing for a short 
time and then when the conditions returned to 'normal', the 
species disappeared. Heterosiphonia sp., Audou inella sp., 
Erythrotrichia wel\vi tschii, Derbesia sp. and Laurencia 
/ " 
natalensis were only found" once in the outfall area and not 
recorded again. Prolonged spells of south-west wind tend to 
drive the outfall plume away from J19 and towards the Horth-
east. The warm, cleaner water probably provides the condi-
tions needed for less tolerant species to grow. ':rhis has 
also been observed near J15. Blue water flowed into the bay 
and the plwne from the Nahoon outfall flowed along the J12 
rocks and out to sea (Fig. 3.6). 
The species found in the outfall areas of 1(18 and K12 
(Table 3.1) represent a reduced species number under the 
direct influence of the outfalls. The species found Vlithin 
50m of the outfall (Table 3.2) represent a higher number of 
species but still reduced. This could be considered a 
secondary influence. The appearance of a number of species 
from 50m supports this. The area 100m and more from the 
outfall could be said to be under a tertiary influence as 
Tl\lllE 3,1 
SPEC Its FOUND If! lilE OUTFAll SEClOl!S ')() ,:_ J 
Codlum duthleae 
Gelldlum rep tans 
1IIIdenbrandtia sp. 
Rhlzoclonlum sp. 
Chroococeus mlhUtUs 
Entophysalls sp. 
1I0stoeoida lImleola 
Ose III a tori a bonnema I sonll 
Oseillatoria amoella 
Sphaerotllus natan< 
Ellteromorpha Illtestlnalis 
Gelldlum arenarlum Ulva sp. 
Cila e lOl1lorpha s P. 
PolysllJh~nla lneompta 
Chaetomorpha antennlna 
I~stoeolda llmosj 
t.vanoDhyta (biue-greensJ 
Tl\IlLE.3.2 
tladophora cf. capensls 
EnterOhlorpha I ntes tina 11 Ii 
Gelldlum arenarlu~ 
GI~artlna n~nlma 
Chaetol1lorpha antennlna 
illva sp. 
spllaero U 1 us na tans 
Gell~lum caespltosum 
SPECIES FOUND Hi lilE SECONtJlIRY POllUTEtJ AREA ,WIJIIiN SOm 
OF lIlE OUIFlIllS 
Ilostrychla mlxta 
Dryopsls caespltosa 
Dryops I s fl anagan II 
Dryopsls sp. 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 
Ce ram I um a rena I' I um 
Ceramium centrocHattrorme 
Chaetoillorpha sp. 
Champla compressa 
CI adophora cf. capens Is 
Endarachne blnghamlae 
Enteromorplla Intestinal Is 
Gelldlum arenartum 
Gigartina minima 
Gymnothahlnlbn elegans 
lIerlJoslphonla sp. 
Lit lothamnlum sp. 
PlatysllJhonla mlnlata 
Polyslplonla Incompta 
Porphyra capens I s 
Neroslphonla clolophylla 
na Ifs la expansa 
Ulva sp. 
lomelltarla sp.Jf 
Cyanophyta (B I ue-greens) 
I\mphlroa cf. rlglda 
Chaetomorpha antennlna 
[n teromorpha c r. pro llfera 
Champla parvula 
llcmopllora sp. 
III tzsciila sp. 
Chrooeoccus millutus 
fJ see I\ppendix 4 
Amphiroa ephedraea 
Arthroeardla sp. 
Caulerpa racemosa var. zeyherl 
Cora 11Ina sp; 
IIYPliea splclfera 
llthophyllum sp. 
Pleonosporlum sp. 
Sphaerotl1us natans 
Call1thamnlon stuposum 
Centroceras clavulatum 
Ceramium obsoletum 
ColpOillellla silluosa 
Gelldlum prlst61des 
Gelldlum caespltosum 
lIeteroslpllOnla sp. 
lIudoulnella sp. 
bsciiiatoria bonnemalsonll 
Caulerpa fll1formis 
Chaetomorpha robusta 
Chellosporum cultratum 
Chondrococcus horlieman'll 
Cladophora rugulosa • 
Codl-um dutldeae 
Codlum lucasll 
Codlum stephenslae 
Plocamlum cornu tum 
Polyopes constrictus 
Polysiphollia sr. 
Rhodymeilia natalensls 
Plocamium sp. 
Glgartlna plsiillata 
Chondrococcus trlplnnatus 
Bachelotla antillarum 
Erythrotrtchla welwltschll 
Rhodymenla sp. 
Corailina officinal Is 
Derbesla sp. 
Enteromorpha sp. 
Gelldlum amansll 
Gelldlvm reptans 
Gigartina sp. 
Gracllarla dentlculata 
-Grlfflthsla confervoldes 
lIypnea rosea 
Janla sp. 
laurencla glomerata 
laurencla natalensls 
Laurenela sp. 
TABLE 3.3 
SPECIES FOUND IN AREA j~19 
Bostrychia mixta 
Bryopsis caespitosa 
Bryopsls flanaganli 
Bryopsls sp. 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 
Ceramium arenarium 
Ceramium centroceratiforme 
Chaetomorpha sp. 
Champia compress a 
Cladophora cf. capensls 
Endarachne binghamiae 
Enteromorpha lntestlnalls 
Gelldium arenarium 
Gigartina minima 
Gymnothamnion elegans 
Herposiphonia sp. 
l ithothamn 14m sp. 
Platysiphonla miniata 
Polysiphonla lncompta 
Porphyra capensls 
Pteroslphonia clolophylla 
Ra lfs i a expansa 
Ulva sp. . 
Cyanophyta (Blue-greens) 
Amphiroa cf. rlgida 
Chaetomorpha antennlna 
Enteromorpha cf. prollfera 
Champla parvula 
li cmophora sp . 
Nitzschia sp. 
Chroococcus mlnutus 
Sphaerotllus natans 
Callithamnion stuposum 
Centroceras clavulatum 
Ceramium obsoletum 
Colpomenia slnuosa 
Amphiroa ephedraea 
Arthrocardla sp. 
Caulerpa racemosa var. zeyherl 
Cora llina sp . . 
Hypnea splclfera 
Heteroslphonia sp. 
Audoulnella sp . 
Oscillatoria bonnemaisonll 
Caul erpa fil Hormi s . 
Chaetomorpha robusta 
Cladophora rugulosa 
Corallina officinalis 
Enteromorpha sp. 
Gelidium amansii 
Gelidium reptans 
Gelidium caespitosum 
Gigartina sp. 
Jania sp. 
Laurencis glomerata 
Placophora binderi 
Polysiphonia sp. 
Chondro~occus tripinnatus 
Bachelotia antillarum 
Rhodymenia sp. 
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there are still a number of species with reduced presence. 
From 250m towards the main control at lOOOm, evidence of 
reduced species numbers fades and by lOOem , a normal flora, 
as compared with the area monitored 35km away, existed. 
Borowitzka (1971) and Littler and Murray (1975) reported 
decreased species numbers in the outfall zone as a result of 
the influence of sewage. The results of the collections 
along the Bats Cave rocks show a species reduction of 87% 
, 
wi thin the outfall cove and 441~ up to 50m from the ou tfalls. 
Using Borowitzka's (1971) and Littler and J;ru.rray's (1975) 
results as a guide, the effect on the seaweed by the sewage 
llear the East Bank Outfalls is reducing the number of species 
that can exist in this region. 
TABLE 3.4 
CHECKLIST OF SPECIES FOUND DURING T~E STUDY FROM 
BATS CAVE ROCKS AND KlOOS BEACH ROCKS, 1982-84 
(X=Kidds Beach only) 
3 3 
Division: 
Order: 
Family: 
Order: 
Fami ly: 
Order: 
Family: 
Family: 
Family: 
Fami ly: 
Fami ly: 
CHLOROPHYCOPHYTA (Green Algae) 
ULVALES 
IJLVACEAE 
Enteromorpha compress~ (Linnaeus) Greville ~ 
EnteromorRha i nte.ilirra 1 is (L i nnaeus) Link 
Entet9lTIQrnhu.rol Hera (0. F. Mueller) J. Aga rdh 
InterOmQrp.tiLS p-. 
W1Yll. jJJ~jgnj_s (Areschoug) Papenfuss 
.~Jl.Y.Lrigid1), C. Agardh X 
Ulva sp . 
CLADOPHORALES 
CLADOPHORACEAE 
!;haeJomo!:pha antenni na (Bory) Kuetzi ng 
~h~gtQ!!l.9rp'h<L~r.!!?S~ (C. Agardh) Kuetzing X 
.Chat:?tgmQrJHJL.!obusta (Areschoug) Papenfuss 
. Chll~.J;~@9r.P.b.L?R· 
Jladopbc)fa .c;J., capensis (C. Agardh) De Toni 
.t::l acl0PU9!.:1\ rugulosa Martens 
_~b.izoclonium 511 .• 
CAULERPALES 
CAULERPACEAE 
J;a.uLer:na fiJ Hormi s (Suhr) Heri ng 
!;a111~rpa hQlm~~j!!D!!. Murray X 
Caulerpa race.~a(Forssk9.l) J.Agardh var.zeyheri (Sander et 
Kuetzing) Weber-van Bosse 
CODIACEAE 
'Codium duthieae Silva. 
Io..il.l\J.nL~xtrrc~tYm. Sil va 
CodjunU.V£lI!ijj Setche11 sub sp. capense Silva 
~oqium_plg1ylQQium Areschoug 
~o.dium stephensiae Dickinson 
BRYOPSIDACEAE ' 
J)rXQQ? is fl anaganjj Barton 
Bryopsis setac~a Hering 
§rXQP~js caespitos~ Suhr ex Kuetzing 
llrY.9psis sp. 
DERBESIACEAE 
Derbes i a-a>. 
UDOTEACEAE 
Halimeda cuneata Hering in Krauss 
Division: 
Order: 
Family: 
Order: 
Family: 
Order: 
Family: 
Family: 
Order: 
Family: 
Family: 
Order: 
Order: 
Family: . 
Order: 
PHAEOPltYCOPHYTA (Brown algae) 
ECTOCARPALES 
ECTOCARPACEAE 
34 
Bachelotla antillarvm (Grunow) 
.Ec tocilfP-US conferyol des (Roth) 
EC~9_Ca.rp'UL~p. • 
Gerloff 
Le Jolls 
RALFSIALES 
RALFSIACEAE 
Ralfsla expansa(J. Agardh) J. Agardh 
DICTYOTALES 
DICTYOTACEAE 
.D.l.ctYQpterl s J onglfo 11 a Papenfuss 
pl~~,yo_t.a __ !!ll.u:.a.ia J •. Aga rdh 
.pi ctYQta_ ~p: . 
pi (;tyqtLnll.!!xo~a (Suhr) J. Agardh 
lo!Jilrh~Y!LartJ culata (Lamouroux) Papenfuss 
ZQn~t1a.~9urnefortll (Lamouroux) Montagne 
]()t1l1r tUP-,-
STYPOCAULACEAE 
Phlolocaulon sguamulosum (Suhr) Geyler X 
CttOROIlRIALES 
CORYNOPHLAEACEAE. 
Leathesla dlfformis(Llnnaeus) Areschoug 
SPLACIIN I D lAC EAr 
Splachnldium rugosum(Linnaeus) Greville X 
DICTYOSIPHONALES (SCYTOSIPHONALES) 
.Colp-omenia slnuosa(Roth) Oerb~s et Soller 
Endarachne bin1hamiae J'''gardh 
Iyengarla stel ata(Boergesen) Boergesen 
LAMINARIALES 
ALARIACEAE 
Ecklonia blrunclnata (Bory) Papenfuss 
FUCALES 
Sargassum heterophyllum(Turner) C. Agardh 
~~!:~sum longlfollum(Turner} C. Agardh 
CarpopfiYTlum scalare Suhr X 
Division: 
Class; 
Sub-Class: 
Order: 
Family: 
Fami ly: 
sub-Class: 
Order: 
Family: 
. Fami ly: 
Fami ly: 
Order: 
Fami ly: 
Family: 
Family: 
RHOOOPHYCOPHYTA (Red algae) 
RHODOPHYCEAE 
BANGIOPHYCIDAE 
BANGIALES . 
BANGIACEAE 
Porphyra capensis Kuetzing 
35 
ERYTHROPELTIOACEAE 
~rythrotrichia welwitschji (Ruprecht) Batters 
FLORiOIOPHyciOAE 
NEMIILIONIILES 
ACROCHIIETIACEAE 
Audouinella sp • 
CIIIIETANGIACEAE 
Galaxaura diesingiana Zanardini 
GELIOIIICEAE 
lleli~illl]L!lI])\I!!~!j (Lamouroux) Lamouroux 
Gelidium arenarium ' Kylin 
Geiidlumlcaespitosum Kylin 
~eti~i~~ :~j~ript~rijm ' Kuetzing 
.llelidium. prjst(Jjdes (Turner) Kuetzing 
Gelidium reptans (Suhr) Kylin . 
~Ge Ii di um.-Y.!!n1c.91 or (S. IT. Gme lin) Lamouroux 
CRYPTONEMIALES 
CORIILLI NACEAE 
Amphiroa bowerbank 11 Harvey X 
Amphiroa ephedrae~(Lamarck) Decaisne 
Amphiroa cf. rigida Lamouroux 
. ~ rt b!:(J~~.rd j Up· 
_Arthr()<;~rd~~rjnatSl' (Kuetzing) Johansen 
.cf1i!il o~P'Qr\lI]1 ... !:!,IJ tnJll!lJ (Ha rvey) Ares choug 
.~heilosp.c!~!!I11 _pr911fE!rum (Lamouroux) De Toni 
Coral11na officinalis Linnaeus 
~C!!:~ ITl!!~ _ ~ p. 
Janla crassa Lamouroux 
Jania sp, 
Lithophrllu~. 
J;lfhothamnlum sp. 
polyporolithon patena. (Hooker fil et Harvey) L.R. ~laso l 
CRYPTONEMIACEAE 
Polyopes constrictus(Turner) J. Agardh 
Prionitis nodifera (H~~ing) Barton 
RHIZOPHYLLIOACEAE 
Chondrococcus hornemannii (Lyngbye) Schmitz 
Chondrococcus ·tripinnatus (Hering) Oelf & Michell 
Family: 
Order: 
Family: 
Family: 
SQUAMARIACEAE 
~ssonne}ia caRensis Mont~gne 
Hildenbrandtia sR. 
GIGARTINALES 
GRACILARIACEAE 
Gracil ari a beck~J:l (J. Agardh) Papenfuss 
Gracilaria ca~nsis Schmitz ex Mazza X 
Gracilaria denticulata Schmitz ex Mazza 
Gracilaria verrucos~ (Hudson) Papenfuss 
Gra~iJaria sp. 
PLOCAMIACEAE 
Plocamium beckeri Simons 
Plocamium corallorhiza (Turner) Harvey 
Plocamium cornutum (Turner) Harvey 
Plocamium suhrii Kuetzing 
Plocamium sp. 
F 'ly' SPHAEROCOCCACEAE (' A,,) ~( " "'TiHU_"[ aml . . 
i " ,,', ;1'1: P""EL( '--'1,.« .. '7;<;lI U 1 acanthus us tu 1 a tus (Turner) K~etz 1 ng 
Phacelocarpus oligacanthus kuetzlng ~ 
Phacelocarpus tortuosus Endlicher et Diesing X 
Family: 
Family: 
Family: 
Order: 
Family: 
Fami ly: 
(Suhr) Harvey 
PHYLLOPHORACEAE 
Gymnogongrus glomeratus J. Agardh 
.Gymn.og9ngrus po I ycliidus (Kuetz i ng) J. Agardh X 
G I GART I NACEAE' 
. .Gigartina insignis (Endlicher et Diesing) Schmitz in Barton 
~jgiU:JimLll1inim~ KYlin 
.GigattiQLRi!~il]i!!g Papenfuss 
.Gigar:tjni!, pistil latc! (S.G. Gmelin) Stackhouse 
§ i gar t.i,J)8-2JJ • 
RHODYMENIALES 
RHODYMENIACEAE 
Erythrymenia obovata Schmitz in Mazza ~otJ'Yociadjii ' niadagascariensis G~ Feldmann 
Rhodymenia natalensis KYlin 
Rhodymeni asp .. 
. ERYIDenia ca~nsis (J. Agardh) Papenfuss 
Epymeni a ob t\lJi .~ (Grev ill e) Kuetz i ng 
CHAMPIACEAE 
Champia compressa Harvey 
Champia par~uls (C. Agardh) Harvey 
Order: 
Family: 
Family: 
Fami 1y: 
Family: 
CERA~lIALES 
CERAMIACEAE 
CROUANIA GROUP 
Antithamnionella verticillata (Suhr) Lyle 
CERAMIUM GROUP 
37 
Centroceras clavulatum. (C. Agardh in Kunth) Montagne 
Ceramium arenarium Simons 
cetami)Jm centroceratiforme Simons 
Ceramium obsoletum C. Agardh 
Ceramium sp. 
~icrocladia gelidii Simons 
~p~ridia cupressina (Harvey) Kuetzing 
CALLITHAMNION GROUP 
£i!.J! i !h~mn !Q!l-~'!:'y.posum 
Callithamnion sp . 
COMPSOTHAMNION GROUP 
~l ~6~6_~~6Htl~ - h~~veyanum 
GRIFFITHSIA GROUP 
Suhr 
(J. Agardh) De Toni 
Griffithsia confervoides Suhr 
GrjHjIh~Ji-secunda i·hirvey ex J. Agardh 
DASYPHILA GROUP 
~a~phi1a cryptocarpa (Holmes) Schmitz X 
PTILOTA GROUP 
Gymnl:JJ;~a!1!ni.Qn...B.eg~n_s. (Schousboe ex C. Agardh) J. Aga rdh 
DELESSERIACEAE 
HYPOGLOSSUM GROUP 
Bartoniella cre.rJ!lta Ky1in X 
SARCOMENIA GROUP 
P1atysiphonia miniata (C. Agardh) Boergesen 
CRYPTOPLEURA GROUP 
~cco_soriJJJ!U!lacJli!ttJ.tm_ (Kuetz i ng) Papenfuss 
DASYACEAE 
Heterosiphonia sp. 
RfiODOMELACEAE 
POLYSIPHONIA GROUP 
~Qlysiphonia incompta Harvey 
Polysiphonia urbana Harvey 
rglYiiphonia sp. 
BhogQmelQP~J~_~t!i<:.ana 
IayJ.ori ell i!...5L 
PACHYCHAETA GROUP 
Pocock 
Pachychaeta brachyarthra (Kuetzing) Trevisan 
Division: 
Class: 
Division: 
38 
PTEROSIPHONIA GROUP 
Pterosiphonia cloiophylla(C. Agardh) Falkenberg 
BOSTRYCHIA GROUP 
Bostrychia mixta Hooker fil . et Harvey 
PLACOPHORA GROUP 
Placophora binderi (J Agardh) J. Agardh 
HERPOSIPHONIA GROUP 
Herposiphonia sp. 
POLYZONIA GROUP 
Po lyzoni a e 1 e.gans Suhr 
LAURENCIA GROUP 
Laurencia flexuosa Kuetzing 
l~ur~ri~ja-g19~~ !:~~~ Kuetzing 
Laurencia natalensis Kylin 1 - '---'--- ' .. -.---------. 
_ aUl::l'.IJ£.l~ . sp_. 
CHRYSOPHYCOPHYTA 
BACILLARIOPHYCEAE 
Biddulphia sp. 
L icmophora sp. 
Nitzschia sp. 
. . 
CYANOPHYTA (CYANOCHLORO NiA) (Blue-green algae) 
Chroococcus minutus j:ntopi),Y.s ~ ]jUD.. 
_Mi crQ~Q..~l!!.L?R. 
Nostocoida limicola 
-Nos tocoi da-l iiiiosa -
lYrigby~_~p. 
Oscillatoria bonnemaisonii 
Psc i i j atorla1imoena 
BACTERIA 
lifggiatoa sll. 
Sphaerotilus natans 
" 
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Chapter 4 
TIlE USE OI!' SEA,/EED DENSITIES IN DETEillJINIHG ECOLOGICAL 
El;'li'ECTS OU TIlE SEWAGE OUTFALL AliliA 
INTRODUCTICN 
The photographimetric method, developed by Littler (1971) 
and used by Murray and Littler (1974) and Littler and Uurray 
(1975, 1977) was utilized with a few modifications to suit the 
study area . They used this as a fast and relatively simple 
method for collecting data in the limited time allowed in 
intertidal sampling. Murray and Littler (1974) and Littler 
and Murray (1975, 1977) used the data to work out mean cover, 
frequency comparisons and diversity of animal and macrophyte 
species in a sewage outfall area and a control area on San 
Clemente Island in California. Frequency values were plotted 
against tidal height for t he most abundant species in the 
outfall and control areas. The diversity was determined using 
four different indices to "avoid difficulties inherent with 
the use of a single index based on a simple species count" 
(Littler and Murray, 1975). All comparisons in the control 
area revealed greater species diversity than the outfall. 
The evenness in abUlldance of individual species within each 
collection was al so greater i n the control areas. Blue-green 
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algae (treated as a single unit) were found to have the 
greatest cover in the outfall and control areas. 
californica had the second highest cover in the outfall area, 
Wke.rM.> Corallina officinal i s var. chilensis had the second 
highest cover in the control area. 
lIlurray and Littler (1978) again used this method of col-
lection to generate the numerical data employed in their 
analysis while studying algal succession in polluted and 
unpolluted areas. 
Littler and Littler (1984) compared % cover, frequency, 
richness and diversity of macroalgal communities in a boulder 
vs. a stable bedrock intertidal zone. Productivity, predation, 
structure, toughness and calorific values were determined and 
compared. All parameters of the algal communities of the 
bedrock environment were found to exceed those in the boulder 
fields. New space was constantly being provided in the 
boulder fields because of the regular rock movement, abrasion 
and smothering and even movement to darker (underside) areas. 
The species dominant in this type of environment were the 
stress tolerant, opportunistic species. This results in a 
~i­
"dramatic reduction in slower recruiting biotically compent 
~ 
forms" (Littler and Littler, 1984). 
Borowitzka (1971) determined algal species diversity by 
placing a grid (with intersecting nylon lines every 5cm) 
along a transect line and dropping a pin at the intersection 
of the lines. The species at the base of the algal thallus 
wor«. then recorded. 
The size of the quadrat is important when used to observe 
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relations between individuals and is capable of a variety of 
A 
interpretations (Pielou, 1969). Pielou warned against quad-
rats being so small as to be unable to contain at least two 
individuals of the same species or too large so that one of 
the two species will occur in every quadrat. 
Kitching (1937) used a quadrat of 25cm by 25cm, Borowitzka 
(1972) used a 50cm by 50cm quadrat, Littler and ThCurray (1975) 
used a 30cm by 50cm quadrat, ~erson and Zedler (1978) used 
a lOcm by lOcm quadrat and Littler and Littler (1984) and 
Littler and Kanker (1984) used a quadrat size of 20cm by 50cm. 
There has been no set size of quadrats, but a side length 
of 50cm appears to be the maximum used for this type of study. 
Different sizes were experimented with to find a reasonable 
number of species within reasonable proportions. 
The quadrat size used could not overlap into rock pools 
as this vegetation could not be considered in the same 
conditions and should be studied as a separate unit (Levyns, 
1924~ Isaac, 1949). 
There was also the factor of being able realistically to 
set out the quadrat, record observations and determine 
densities and frequencies of the species present, and photo-
graph them all within a given spring low tide cycle and 
possibly in between waves which sometimes accompany these 
tides. Another factor against a large quadrat was that it 
would be less likely that the smaller seaweeds might be 
overlooked. 
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4.1 Methods and Materials 
A quadrat size of 25cm by 25cm was found to be very 
efficient for the particular conditions of the study area. 
The quadrats were set out along transect lines chosen after 
a survey to ensure the similarity in the height above mean 
low water (1m,"!) (:b'ig. 4.1). This was done using a \,{ild NAl 
Automatic Level with a Nova 5m extendable staff. A 50m Stylon 
tape was used to mark off the lines in either 1m or 2m 
sections. The benchmark was established from IHi:1 by recipro-
cal levelling. All level loops were closed back to the 
starting point. MLW was determined by marking a calm section 
of water 30 minutes before and after and at the eiven time by 
the SA tide tables for 1,1LW over a period of three days and 
finding the average mark. The information from this survey 
supplied levels for the transect lines to ensure they vlere 
geographically the same height above a certain point (called 
sea-level) as well as having the same type of exposure to the 
waves. The only varying factor was the distance from the 
outfall U;8(, plates 4.1 to 4.9). 
Two labelled quadrats were placed on either side of the 
line, diagonally across from each other. This allowed for a 
maximum number of species to be involved and restricted over-
lapping. Intervals of 2 to 3 metres between samples were 
used but there was always a sample at the beginning of the 
line (next to the cliff face) and the end of the line (usually 
a drop-off or splash zone). 
Photographs were taken at right angles to the subotrcite 
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and two photoGraphs were taken of each quadrat ( Littler and 
],Jurray, 1975). Two 35mm cameras were used , one using 100 or 
200 ASA color slide film depending on liGht conditions and the 
other camera used Ektachrome Infrared film (2236) vii th a 
yellow Ho.12 filter to cut blue light. The i nfrar ed was used 
to increase accuracy in determinations of various species 
especially blue-green algae (Littler and ].!urray, 1977 i 
Li ttler, 19(4). 
The point-intersect method (Murray and Littler, 1974) was 
used to determine cover from the photographs. Each quadrat 
was surveyed in the field,making notes of species present, 
their location, and their estimated cover by means of a tape 
recorder. Samples of any doubtful or unknown species were 
collected and labelled for later identification. 'iIi th thi s 
field information, the slides were shown on a screen within a 
Grid of 100 red dots dispersed symmetrically throughout the 
Black dots were used for the infrared photOG . Cover 
was recorded as l~ for each "hit" of a species on a dot and 
any species observed. in the quadrats but not landing on a dot 
was recorded as O.l~ cover (Littler and Murray, 1975). In 
order to reduce error, each slide was evaluated twice, once 
riGhtside up and then turned upside down and counted again. 
All field work was completed before any evaluations took place 
to avoid any 'oversampling' in areas which might have 
influenced and 'padded' the results. 
'rhe overall cover for the algae was determined for each 
quadrat and then for each line. 
The data for the quadrats in each line were also combined 
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with lines of similar distance from the outfall. The data 
for three sectors were grouped together for comparison. The 
sectors were (1) polluted (within 50m from the outfalls), 
(2) > 100m (between 100m and 150m from the outfalls, and 
(3) > 250m (260m and 1000m from the ou tfalls) • 
](iurray and Li ttler (1974) determined the control area to 
be within 40 to 100m of the outfall on San Clemente Island but 
_.~ - . vel . 
the outfall there only released O. 5~~A of what the East Bank 
outfall at Bats Cave releases per day. 'rherefore, the 
sectors for the control areas were set up at +lOOm and >250m 
(+250m) from the outfalls. 
Once collected and correlated, the field data w~~e. entered 
into an Apple II computer and a "Basic" programme calculated 
the occurrence and total cover (cm) based on quadrat size and 
density. The % frequency was calculated from total occurrence 
of the species and cover dominance % from total species cover 
compared with total quadrat area. The frequency and cover 
dominance were added to determine the importance value of the 
species. This was calculated for each line and then for each 
sector. As the line transects were all of the same height 
above sealevel, % frequency did not incorporate tidal height 
as in Murray and Littler (1974). 
Odum (1971) listed several useful indices of species 
structure in communities. An index of similarity, (S), 
between two samples was used to calCUlate an index (%) com-
paring the relationships between two lines. The number of 
species common to both lines were divided by the sum of the 
total species for each line to determine the similarity (See 
Bray and Curtis, 1957). 
S=2C/A+B 
where A=total species in sample A 
B=total species in sample B 
C=total species common to A and B 
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Borowitzka (1971), Murray and Littler (1974) and Littler 
and Murray (1975, 1977) used general diversity as a means to 
show differences between polluted and unpolluted environments. 
One of the principle effects of disturbance such as sewage 
pollution on the structure of marine communities is to de-
crease the diversity (Littler and Murray, 1975), and it is 
possible to measure this change some distance from the source 
of pollution. The method of evaluation was proposed by 
Shannon (See Shannon and Weaver, 1949). H'represents 
diversity and is calculated by the following formula; 
HI:: -~(ni/H)log(ni/H) 
or 
-~Pi log Pi 
where ni=importance value for each species 
U=total of importance values 
Pi=importance probability for each species 
=ni/n (Odum, 1971) 
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The data collected and listed in Table 3.1 easily fit 
into this formula. As natural logarithms are employed, the 
unit is called a "natural bel". Pielou (1969) writes however 
that in ecology, the unit to be used and the name given to it 
hav~ yet to become standardized. Also, using the same formula, 
H'=-C(Pi log Pi, where C is a constant, Pielou states that 
the size of the unit depends on the value given to C and on 
the base used for logarithms. This can cause variations in 
the results from one study to another. In Borowitzka (1971), 
the algal species diversity ranged from .14 to 2.17 while 
Murray and Littler (1974) ranged from 2.805 to 3.91 2 and in 
Li ttler and !.rurray (1977), 1.68 to 2.49 for macrophytes. 
It is customary to make C=l but then 10g2' loge or 10G10 
can be used (Pielou, 1969). Pielou (1969) set out 3 condi-
tions for II". 
(1) That, for a population with a given number of species, 
the measure of diversity will be a maximum when all the species 
are present in equal proportions. 
(2) That, given two populations in which the species are 
evenly represented, the population with the larger number of 
species will have the higher diversity. 
(3) That, if when measuring the diversity of classifi-
cation A, (H/A), and measuring the diversity for classifi-
cation B, (n/B), if A and B are both used together for a 
single diversity, (W'(AB», then H"(AB)=W(A)+H"(B». Any 
number of classifications can be used (Pielou, 1969). 
To u s e the formula, a classification of the population 
must be substituted for Pi or (ni/H). A proportion for the 
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classification for each set of data is calculated by (ni/H). 
Diversity measure can be split into two or more specific 
components or classifications. These can be a representation 
of presence or absence (Borowitzka, 1971), % coverage, biomass 
or any combination of these or other factors. As there is no 
direct, set method, data sets from different studies may vary 
but the diversity, (HI), will still be measured as the larGest 
number or value will have the greatest diversity. 
As the importance value was calculated from ;: cover and is 
frequency, di versi ty, (H-'), is based on 2 classifications in 
this study. 
Pielou (1969) pointed out that merely stating a population 
has a certain diversity value is not very informative. There-
fore a measure of evenness is calculated by taking the ratio 
of observed diversity of a collection to the maximum it could 
have, given the same number of species as a reference point. 
This maximum value is attained when individuals are divided 
among the species as evenly as possible. The populations' 
evenness (Jr) is determined by the formulae; 
where H'= diversity 
s= number of species 
Murray and Littler (1974) and Littler and ];lurray (1977) 
used J/ when listing diversity. From their results, JI is 
usually highest where the diversity was highest. 
TABLE 4.1 
DATA FaR QUADRATS IN EACH LINE TRANSECT 49 
J23. line Di vetS ity=3; 01 EvenneSs=1. 3a 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 
Lithophyllum sp. 46 24 52 1 11 0 a a (l 0 
Ceramium arenarium 4 2 2 0 9 15 35 13 20 3 
Ulva sp. a a 4 13 9 45 0 4 3 2 
Gelidium arenarium a 0 7 15 0 a a a a a 
Bryopsis caespitosa a a a 0 1 7 4 a a a 
Chaetomorpha _antennina a a a la 12 6 4 4 a a 
Caul acanthus ustulatus a a a a 6 a a a a 4 
Cladophora rugu10sa a 0 a a a 1 a a a a 
Hildenbrandtia sp. 0 0 0 a a a 0 a a 4 
J25 ·1 i ne Di vers ity=3 . 54 Evenness=I.22 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES· 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 la II 
Ceramium arenarium 3 a 19 8 a 2 8 0 16 14 11 
Lithothamnium sp. 19 10 6 0 16 la 12 30 8 15 .1 
Lithophyl1um sp. 25 15 a a a 0 a 13 a a .1 
Cora11ina officinalis 18 20 35 74 25 7 2a a 15 15 a 
Hildenbrandtia sp. . 1 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ··0 
Po1ySiphonia incompta. .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Herposiphonia sp. .1 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
Griffithsia secunda .1 .1 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 
Chaetomorpha antennina 0 0 8 0 8 0 0 0 14 0 0 
U1vasp. 0 0 3 7 0 0 5 1 B 27 6 
Hypnea spicifera 0 0 2 0 4 2 0 4 5 2 0 
Caul acanthus ustu1atus 0 0 0 11 25 12 24 9 B 4 0 
Endarachne binghamiae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 30 
Champia paryu1a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0 
Jania ·sp. 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Acrosorium :macu1atum a .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Laurencia glomerata 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 16 0 
Blue-green algae 0 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 
50 
J 15 1 i ne Diversity= 2.95 Evenness=I.34 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Bostrychi a mixta 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ulva sp. 10 50 0 0 4 0 60 64 
Chaetomorpha antenninB 40 50 0 0 40 46 30 45 
Ceramium arenarium 40 20 0 0 40 46 4 4 
Caulerpa filiformis 0 0 85 83 0 0 0 0 
Champia parvula 0 0 0 0 12 8 0 0 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 64 
Endarachne binghamiae 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Bryopsis caespitosa 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 4 
JI0 line Diversity= 3.39 Evenness=I.36 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Gelidium pristoides. 35 36 7 24 0 0 0 0 
Ulva sp. 1 3 0 4 8 23 40 22 
Lithophyllum sp. 37 32 55 21 0 5 0 5 
.L ithothamnilJ.m sp. 0 8 .1 16 10 8 10 5 
Blue-green algae 0 28 21 17 0 0 0 0 
Polysiphonia incompta 0 0 2 0 18 0 0 50 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 0 0 0 0 33 85 29 56 
Amphiroa rigida 0 0 0 0 3 10 0 0 
Chaetomorpha antennina 0 0 0 0 4 4 70 40 
Endarachne binghamiae 0 0 0 0 .1 5 0 4 
Ceramium arenarium 0 0 0 0 0 17 42 0 
J35 line Di vers i ty=3. 60 Evenness =I.29 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Ul va sp. 10 0 7 0 2 19 
Lithothamnium sp. 20 0 10 0 3 0 
Polysiphonia inanmpta 34 30 0 0 0 0 
Amphiroa rigida 2 0 0 0 0 0 
Arth roca rd i i! s p. 11 0 10 0 0 0 
Platysiphonia miniata 7 0 0 0 0 0 
Callithamnion stuposum .1 0 0 0 0 0 
Cladophora cf. eapensis .1 0 0 0 0 0 
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J19 +30m line Diversity= 3. 44 Evenness= 1. 24 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Ulva sp. 3 4 0 a 4 .1 1 4 
Ceramium arenarium 30 31 72 26 10 8 35 13 
Chaetomorpha antennina 22 26 25 62 45 19 10 35 
Polysiphonia incompta 30 31 . 1 26 10 0 .1 12 
Herposiphonia sp. .1 .1 a a 0 a 0 0 
Amphiroa rigida 3 0 a 4 3 7 0 0 
Gelidium caespitosum 5 a 0 a 0 .0 a a 
Cladophora cf. capensis .1 .1 .1 0 .1 .1 . 1 . 1 
Bryopsis caespitosa 0 4 0 a 17 16 4 10 
Platysiphonia miniata 0 0 a a .1 0 a 0 
Laurencia glomerata 0 a 0 0 a 0 5 0 
Jania sp . 0 a a 0 a 0 30 5 
Arthrocardia sp. a 0 0 a a 0 46 24 
Corallina of ficinalis 0 a 0 0 0 0 10 0 
~hampia _ parvula 0 0 0 a a 0 0 .1 
Blue-green algae a a 0 a 0 0 0 10 
J19 +10m line Di vers ity= 3. 07 Evenness=1. 33 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Chaetomprpha .antennina 35 17 68 34 90 90 0 50 
Blue-green algae 30 18 a 0 15 15 19 80 
Ralfsia expansa 0 0 1 a 0 0 a a 
Ulva sp. 0 a 0 0 15 15 a 0 
Cladophora capensis a 0 a 0 6 6 5 0 
Bryopsis caespitosa a 0 a 0 20 20 0 40 
Porphyra capensis a a 0 0 9 9 16 10 
Enter9m9rpha intestinalis a 0 a a 15 15 44 0 
Bachelotia antillarum 0 0 0 a 24 24 0 0 
Caulerpa filiformis a 0 0 a a a 44 0 
J17 1 ine Di vers i ty= 3.08 Evenness"'· 1. 33 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Ceramium arenarium 28 2 20 19 33 25 18 24 
Ulva sp . 40 60 44 40 .1 18 0 1 
Chaetomorpha .antennina 90 80 44 2B .1 .1 40 50 
Amphiroa . rigida 2 a 0 a 10 2 a a 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 6 a 12 a 0 26 0 0 
Bryopsis caesp i tosa 0 a 10 9 10 6 16 7 
Colpoillenia sinuosa 0 a 1 0 1 .1 0 0 
Champia parvuia 0 a a a 35 7 0 0 
Platys i phonia miniata a 0 0 a 4 0 0 a 
Endarachne .binghamtae. a a 0 0 4 1 0 .1 
J50 1 i ne Di vers ity= 3.42 Evenness=1.29 52 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
.Ge 1 t dtlJ.!!LP.ri s t.QJde$ 20 9 30 32 11 18 52 47 0 0 0 0 
Turf 64 68 0 0 61 51 0 0 15 18 0 0 
Ulva sp. .1 7 0 .1 5 4 2 0 0 .1 15 26 
L ithophyll um sp. ;1 0 18 0 0 5 10 10 5 11 0 0 
Bostrychia .mixta .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lithothamnium sp. 0 0 18 15 5 23 7 5 5 0 0 0 
Caul acanthus ustulatus . 0 0 0 3 0 6 8 2 26 8 7 17 
Ceramium arenarium 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33 26 0 0 
Corai 1 ina _ offi cina lts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 10 10 10 
C()JpQm~nia sinuosll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 10 
Arth rQ~~rdia sp. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 15 
Po 1 ys i phon i a . i r).cQmpta 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 35 
Janiasp. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 10 
PterosiRhonia cloiophyllaO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 
-- .. _-.-. - - . ~-'-"--' .. 
K18 1 ine Diversity= 1 Evenness=O 
DENSITY PER QUADRAT 
SPECIES 1 2 . 3 4 5 
Blue-green algae 100 100 100 100 100 
The data for each quadrat appears in Table 4.1. 
basic data of species density per quadrat is listed. 
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The 
Indices 
for similarity, evenness and diversity were calculated from 
this data. 
4.2 Il.esults and Discussion 
The location of the line transects are located on the map 
(Fig. 4.1) and the avera&e height above mean low water of 
these lines was 1.52m. 80 quadrats were analysed from the 9 
transect lines. 38 different species of seaweed were identi-
fied from these quadrats (Table 4.9). The 9 lines were 
grouped into 3 sectors; 4 near the outfalls (within 50m), 3 
lines 100m from the outfalls and the last two lines were 250m 
and lOOOm from the outfalls , respectively. A tenth line, 
located directly behind the main outfall (See plate 2.2), was 
totally covered in a mat of blue-green algae and the identifi-
cation of individual species in the field or with photographs 
was not practical. Previous work has dealt with blue-greeno 
in the intertidal zone as a single unit (ie. blue-green algae) 
(Hurray and Littler, 1974) (Littler and ].lurray, 1975, 1,)77). 
As only a listing for blue-green algae could be assumed and 
because of the totally different covering to the rest of the 
areas, thes~ data wue not combined with the polluted sector 
data. 
Individual line transect information (Table 4.1) and 
combined information from the 3 sectors (Table 4.2) regarding 
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TABLE 4.2 
DATA FOR THE THREE SECTORS 
Polluted (within 100m) Sector Diversity=3.60 Evenness=1.11 
occ W"'ER FRED ~ COVER DOH % IV1288 SPECIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------
20 2732.5 62 13 75 ULVA SP 
29 7570 9B 37 127 CHAETct!ORPHA ~~TEt~mlA 
25 2125 78 19 97 CERAl11l11 ARENARIll1 
3 1325 9 6 15 CAULERPA FILIFO~1IS 
5 388.1 15 I 16 CHAMP I A PAR'JlILA 
5 8~3 15 3 18 CAIJLACAN1HUS USTULATUS 
13 781 4B 3 43 BRYOPSI S CAESPnOSA 
I 6.25 3 B 3 BOSTRYCHIA HIXTA 
4 56.8 12 8 12 ENDARACltlE BINGlWlIAE 
7 !l6S 21 5 26 CiANOFHl1A (BLUE-GREEtl 
3 462.5 9 2 11 BITERC!10RPHA IN1ESlINOLIS 
IS 1!8.6 31 8 31 CLADOPHORA CF. CAPENSIS 
4 m 12 I 13 PORPHiRA CAPENSIS 
I 6.25 3 8 3 RALFSIA EXP!'tlSA 
2 3BB 6 1 7 BACHELOTIA !'tnt LLARlJtl 
I 31.25 3 e 3 LAURB1CIA GLC!1ERATA 
2 21B.75 6 1 7 MiNtA SP 
I 62.5 3 8 3 ARTHROCAROIA SP. 
2 25.6 6 8 6 PLATYSIPHllllA MINIATA 
7 193.75 21 8 21 AMPHIROA CF. RIGIOA 
2 1.25 6 9 6 HERPOSIPHI:tHA SP 
I 31.25 3 9 3 GELlOllti CAESPlTOSlll 
7 682.5 21 3 24 POL YSI PHllllA INC!l1PTA 
3 13.1 9 9 9 COLPIl1E~IA SINUOSA 
1 62 .5 3 8 3 CORALLINA OFFICINALlS 
+100m Sector Diversity=3 . 7fi Evenness=1.14 
OCC Wi ER FRED ~ COVER Dct! :~ I'JI28B SPECIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------
2 1.25 6 8 6 ACHOSORlll1 t'ACULATlI1 
7 131 23 e 25 HiPNEA SPICIFERA 
16 1882 53 5 5B LITHOTHAI~llti SP. 
22 14BB 73 7 B8 ULVA SP 
12 115B 49 6 46 CHAETI:t10RPHA AtITEtWUA 
2B 1631 66 B 74 CERAHIll1 ARENARIll1 
I ,625 3 8 3 C~1PIA FARVULA 
13 1943 43 18 53 CAULAC!'tHHUS USTULATUS 
3 75 18 8 18 BRYOPSIS CAESPITOSA 
6 313 28 1 21 BlOARACltlE B INGlWlIAE 
4 487 13 2 15 CYAlWPHl1A (BlIJE-GREBl 
2 188 6 8 6 RALFSIA EXP!;,lSA . 
1 18e 3 8 3 LAURENCIA GLIl1ERATA 
I ,615 3 8 3 JAtllA SP 
I 412 3 2 5 ARTHROCARDIA sp, 
1 37,5 3 8 3 CHEILOSPORUH CULTRATlI1 
2 81,25 6 8 6 AMPHIROA CF, RIGIOA 
2 1.25 6 8 6 HERPOSIPHC!,IA SP 
2 1.25 6 8 6 GRIFFITHSIA SEClIIM 
4 438 13 2 15 POlYS IPH(JUA INCIl1PTA 
I 25 3 8 3 COlPll1BHA SINUOSA 
9 1431 38 7 37 CORALLINA OFF I C1t~L1 5 
15 2138 S8 11 61 L1THOP~iLLlII SP 
1 137 6 8 6 GELlDIll1 AR8¥\RIll1 
< 613 16 3 19 GELlDI ll1 PRISTOIDES ~ 
1 6.25 3 8 3 CLADOPHORA RliGULOSA 
2 25 6 8 6 HILDENBR!\'lDTlA SF 
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+250m Sector Diversity-3.75 Evennes s= 1. 21 
Gee C{) JER FREQ Yo WJER OIX-l 'l. IVim SPECIES 
--------------------------------------------------------------
B 1368 44 12 56 GELIOIUH PRISTOIOES 
6 Inl 33 15 48 TURF (221 118/94/14/9) 
13 608 n 5 77 ULVA SP 
7 369 38 3 41 LITHOPK1LL!Ji SP 
.615 5 8 5 BOSTRYCHIA HIXTA 
I! 693 . 55 6 61 LITHOTl'AI1NIU1 SP. 
12 1381 66 11 78 CAULACAt!THUS USTULATUS 
6 1168 33 II 44 CERAt1Jl11 ARENARIIJ1 
7 519 3B 4 41 CORALLHlI1 OFFICINALIS 
1 143 1 I I 11 COLPilliENIA S!NIJOSA 
4 156 22 2 14 ARTHROCARO IA SP. 
4 6Bl 22 6 28 POLYSIPHctHA INC0I1PTA 
3 175 16 1 17 Jl'IlIA SP 
2 62.5 1 I 8 11 PTEROSIPHCI11A CLOIOPH(LLA 
1 12.5 5 8 5 1'I1PHIROA CF. RIGlOA 
I 43 5 8 5 PLATtSI PHIlIiA IlIHIATA 
I .625 5 8 5 CALLITHAttHill STUPOSUH 
I .625 5 8 5 CLAOOPHOPA CF. CAPBlSIS 
3. m 16 2 18 GI!lARTlIlA PISTIlLATA 
2 44 1 I 8 11 ENOARACfllE BINGl'AiiIAE 
2 93 11 e I I CHAHPIA PARIJULA 
68 5 8 5 LAlIRBlCIA GUllERATA 
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the species found in the line, their occurrences, total cover-
aee (cm), overall frequency and cover ( \:, ) and the i mportance 
value/200, compare all factors beine calculated. The 
diversity (H~) and evenness (J/) Qc~ listed along with the 
distance or average distance of the line from the outfalls. 
To determine the area affec ted by the pollution, more 
line transects were located within 100m of the outfalls. 
This accounts f or the fact that the polluted sector had more 
transect lines and therefore quadrats than the +lOOm and +250m 
sectors. The data for the polluted sector vlt<e based on 32 
quadrats while the +100, and +250 sector data was based on 31 
~1d 18 quadrats, respectively. Table 4.3 lists the three 
sectors vnth quadrat and species numbers. 
TABLE 4.3 
COIdPAlUSOH OF QUADltAT AND SPECIES NUl.:BERS III OUTFALL AHD 
COIlTHOL AHEAS 
Po lluted +lOOm +250m 
Quadrats 32 31 18 
Species 25 27 22 
Comparing the number of species in the 3 sectors, the 
control area appears to have fewer species than the polluted 
but Vlhen the numbers are taken in proportion (no. of species/ 
no. of quadrats x no. of species) (l"ig. 4.2) to the 
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actual number of quadrats used to collect the data, then a 
new result ('.rable 4.4) occurs with the control area having 
the largest proportional nLunber of species per sector. 
TABLE 4.4 
CO]'[PA1:USON 0.1<' QUADllAT AND PIWPOitTIONAL SPECIES nUI,illEHS IIr THE 
OUT.I!'ALL AIID CONTROL AREAS 
Polluted +lOOm +250m 
Quadrats 32 31 18 
Prop. species 19.5 23.4 26.4 
The diversity of the 3 sectors supported Borowitzka 
(1971), IJurray and Littler (1974), and Littler and Murray 
(1977). The sector with the lowest density and diversity 
(3.60) was the closest to the outfall. The +lOOm sector 
recorded a diversity of 3.76 and the +250m sector diversity 
was 3.75. Evenness was also maintained Vii th the polluted 
sector having the lowest value (Table 4.5). 
'rABLE 4.5 
PATTEIDIS OF SPECIES DIVERSITY FOR CONTROL AND OUTl"ALL AllEAS 
BASED mOll Ikl:'ORTANCE VALUE 
Sector Ho. Species H/ J.I 
Polluted 25 3.60 1.119 
+lOOm 27 3.76 1.141 
+250m 22 3.75 1.215 
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Although the diversity of the polluted sector was lowest, 
the geography of the transects and certain ~uadrat placings 
may have played a role in the diversity difference being only 
4)~ less (0.15). Of the different lines contained in the 
polluted sector, each line, as characteristic of all lines in 
the study, extended towards the edge of the ledge. The Jl5 
line represents the line within the poll uted sector which was 
furthest from either outfall. Although most ~uadrats fel l on 
an area containing very few species, the outermost ~uadrats 
occurred Vlithin a splash zone which, depending on wind and 
surf conditions, came into contact vdth much cleaner water 
than the rest of the l ines included in this sector. 'The 
species in this splash zone we re very similar to those found 
in the +lOOm and +250m sectors. This zone also fell outside 
t he coralline line ( See 6 . 3, Observations). 4 of the 9 
species occurring in this line occurred in the l as t 4 ~uadrats 
in the splash zone. 
l'he +250m sector contained 2 line transects, J35 and J50 
which we re located 260m and 1000m from the outfall,respective-
ly. There was only 53% similarity between the two;so , had 
there been more lines set out between these two areas, the 
probability of more species being included would have been 
high. To do this would 'pad' the results Vlhich already show 
reduction in diversity and evenness in the polluted sector. 
The J50 line of the +250m sector also had a L~~~S listed as 
"turf'~ which included 4 or 5 species intermingled through a 
mat surface which was the main cover for many of the ~uadrats 
in this area. When these species occurred individually, they 
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were scored but the score (density/quadrat) did not include 
their density in the turf. 
The K18 line, which is not included in the polluted sector 
results, consisted of 5 quadrats which were totally covered 
wi th blue-green algae (100,;; ). The diversity in tId.s c ~:!.s e 
Y/orlcs out to 1.00 usin,g t he blue-green algae as a single uni t. 
Ylhen included wi th the polluted sector results, the di versi ty 
drops from 3 . 60 to 3 .4 2 . 
In comparing the similarity (max. 100;:.) for the 3 sectors , 
each sector maintained around a 60r; similarity index with 
respect to the other sectors (See Table 4.6). 
TABLE 4.6 
COLiPAHISONS 01<' SIMILARITY (5:,) FOR THE OUTFALL All]) THE COHTIWL 
SECTORS 
Polluted +lOOm +250m 
Polluted - 65% 6" .' J ," 
+lOOm 65/~ - 61.2;:' 
~It"e." species were common to all 3 sectors. The s i milarity 
th 8e' index for e three was 2 ,0 . The tota l cover of the 11 
species in each area is represented in Fi,g. 4.3 
The 11 species common to the 3 sectors r anged in 
importance values (I.V.) from 3/200 to 97/200. The highest 
av:erage 1. '{. fo r the 3 sectors was Ulva sp. · with a 77/200 
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averaGe value. As the I. V. represents the ~~ cover and j: 
frequency of the species, the most common species found in the 
quadrats vlOuld be the species with the highest I. V. Al though 
Ulva sp . is well blown for its presence around outfall areas , 
it is not necessarily restricted to these areas (Burrows, 
1971). Chapman (1979) listed ranges of salinity tolerated by 
certain seaweeds from intertidal l ocations. Ceramium sp. and 
Polysiphonia sp. (2nd and 5th highes t I.V. average; (See Table 
4.7) were listed as two tolerant species with ranges of 0 . 4 to 
2 .2 and 0 . 3 to 2, respectively, (using 1.0 for normal, 35ppt, 
seawater) . This may help explain their l arge occurrence and 
coverage in the polluted areas where the salinity is l ower 
than normal. 
'fhe laB line transect had onl y blue-green a l gae and its 
1. V. was 200/200 . The 1. V. for blue-green algae in the 
polluted sector was 26/200 and the +lOOm sector was 15/200. 
When IUB is included in the polluted sector, its I. V. moves 
up to 90/200 which then becomes the highest I.V. for the 
sector. Li ttler and !,'lurray (1977) recorded blue-green a l gae 
to be the most abundant. 
i'ihile only the l arger species prevailed in the results, a 
list from s~~ples collected of the snaller species in each 
quadrat was drawn up and if no definite 'hit' Vias recorded 
during the analys is of the photographs, a value of 0.1 was 
assigned to the species listed. 
Although the results may not give a true reflection of 
the species "value", it is still recorded under occurrence und 
still receives an I.V. 
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TABLE 4.7 
AVERAGE IMPORTANCE VALUE OF THL!L~pmES COMMO~ T9 TH~ .. 
THREE SECTO~~ 
I~~RTA~CE VALUELZOO 
Sector Po 11 uted +100m +250m Aveg. 1. V. 
SPECIES 
- ---- - -
Ul va sp. 75 80 77 77 
Ceramium arenarium 97 74 44 71 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 18 53 78 49 
Corallina officinalis 3 37 42 27 
Polysiphonia incompta 24 15' 28 22 
Endarachne binghamiae 12 21 11 14 
Arthrocardia sp. 3 5 24 10 
Amphiroa rigida 21 6 5 10 
Champia parvula 16 3 11 10 
Jania sp. , 7 3 17 9 
Colpomenia sinuosa 9 3 12 8 
TABLE 4.8 
SIMILARITY BnWEEN THE LI~U!w!sE.cTLJl8SUl ON THE NUI1BEILQF 
SPEC! ES FODNP IN TlJE QUADRATS . 
ALL NUMBERS REPRESENT % SIMILARITY 
,JI0 J15 ,117 J19a J19b J23 J25 J35 J50 
JlO 47 54 36 42 50 60 50 53-
J15 73 42 40 52 44 40 33 
J17 
- 30 53 
-
50 42 53 33 
J19a 38 30 21 '7 S8 
J19b 30 . 58 68 40 
J23 42 23 41 
J25 58 50 
J35 53 
J50 
TABLE 4.9 
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LIST OF SEAWEEDS WHICH OCCURRED IN THE QUADRATS ALONG THE LINE TRANSECTS 
Bryopsis caespitosa 
Acrosorium maculatum 
Ra 1 fs i a expansa 
Ulva sp. 
Cyanophyta (blue-green algae) 
Gigartina pistillata 
Amphiroa cf. rigida 
Chaetomorpha antennina 
Champia parvula 
Bachelotia antillarum 
Griffithsia secunda 
Call ithamnion stuposum 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 
Caulerpa filiformis 
Ceramium arenarium 
Cladophora cf. capensis 
Cladophora rugulosa 
Colpomenia sinuosa 
Corallina officinalis 
Endarachne binghamiae 
Enteromorpha intestinalis 
Gelidium pristoides 
Gelidium arenarium 
Gelidium caespitosum 
Herposiphonia sp. 
Hildenbrandtia sp. 
Hypnea spic ifera 
Jania sp. 
Laurencia glomerata 
Lithophyl lum sp. 
Lithothamn ium sp. 
Platysiphonia miniata 
Polysiphonia incompta 
Porphyra capensis 
Pterosiphonia cloiophylla 
Turf (22/110/94/14/9) (refers to seaweed number in turf) 
Arthrocardia sp. 
Bostrychia mixta 
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The results show the polluted sector to have less species 
per quadrat compared with the control areas. The polluted 
area displayed greater overall cover (95% vs 64 ;~ and 80;~; 
(See fig.4.4). This, along with its reduced diversity (3.60) 
and evenness, reflects the fact that in harsh environments, 
the opportunistic species with the short life histories will 
dominate the area (Borowitzka, 1971), (Eurray and Littler, 
1974) (Littler and Murray, 1975, 1977). Also with less 
competition for space from macro-invertebrates and fewer 
grazers, the cover was generally full. 
The difference between the diversity of the 2 control 
areas, 3.76 vs 3.75 would indicate an accepted value between 
two similar areas. 
As a result of a factor causing a stress situation in the 
outfall enviromnent (sewage), there is a reduction in species 
nwnbers, diversity and evenness, and a greater cover from the 
fewer species present. 
Past si;udies have shown that when a stress situation 
occurs, whe.ther man-made or natural, the species that can 
adapt either through its ability to resist the stress situa-
tion or through its reproductive methodE will be the species 
that will emerGe out of the status quo and become dominant. 
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Chapter 5 
ALGAL SUCCESSIONS IN r Ol,LU .rED AHD U]!l 'OLLUTED AHEAS 
nmODUCTIOH 
In order to determine which species of algae would be 
abl e to be termed a.& a;I'l 'opportunistic' species, the recovery 
of the marine algae on fully denuded rocle surfaces in polluted 
and control areas was monitored over a 30 -Vleek period from 
April to November 1984. This period vias chosen after a 
similar experiment, carried out one year previously, provided 
information on the time needed for plots to recover in this 
particular environment. 
Recolonization studies in the past (Kitching, 1937; 
Bokenham, 1938; .Fahey and Doty, 1949; Em;!'!erson and Zedler, 
1980) have shown that pioneer or opportunistic short life 
cycle species recolonize shortly after clearinG and the lonGer 
life c;)'cle. species move in over a period of time. Katada and 
Satomi (1975) describe four groups involved in the succession 
of bare rocle surface. The first group, microbes (benthic 
diatoms and others») become.l dominant wi thin half a month after 
the clearing of the surface. The second group, erect forms 
of ephemerae (annuals) and eclipses (algae which pass the 
unfavourable season in the form of a minute body) allpears 
betvleen a half to three months later. The third group, 
lumpish and crustaceous forms of ephemerae and true annuals 
and eclipses, appear.s between several months to one and a half 
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years later. The fourth group, various perennials , root, 
stem, frond, and rhizome survivors, become; nearly dominant at 
the earlies t after one year and usually need sever al years to 
reach a climax (Katada and Satorni, 1975). 
Murray and Littler (1978) showed that in outfall study 
plots rapid-recovery occurred folloViing an experimental 
disturbance. The quick recovery of the blue-greens, Ulva, 
diatoms and others resulted from "vegetative, sexual or 
asexual reproduction mediated throuGh suspended cells . 
'fhese algae clearly have t he capacity for rapid recruitment 
even under the influence of sewaGe effluent" (Liurray and 
Littler, 1978). These rapid recovery seaweeds dominatinG the 
disturbed shoreline appear to show considerable mortality due 
to exposure to sewage toxicants yet can still maintain a 
relatively constant population because of their potential for 
rapid recruitment (Murray and Littler, 1978). Vii thin 1 month , 
lOO~ overall cover had been reached . The unpolluted area 
took 3.0 months before reaching l()O~:;, cover. These ploto were 
dominated .during t his time by similar algae to those of the 
outfall area. Blue-green algae, filamentous Ectocarpaceae 
and colonial diatoms were abundant components of the early 
successional stages for polluted and unpolluted areas. IIoVI-
ever, the rapid recovery rates of the outfall area sugr;ested 
a pattern for harsh environments "'ll'''f:u; a more complex pattern 
of development over a greater period of time was evident in 
the control areas. 
I" \r.;, results from reGrol'lth experiments near a sCVlae;e out-
fall in Australia, Borowi tzka (1971) found the 101'/ diveroity 
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communities behind the outfall unstable and, due to the 
presence of the outfall, the algal communities were held at a 
primitive, pioneering stage. The algal communities leading 
aV/ay from the outfalls represented a gradient of communities 
from pioneer to relatively mature stages and were held at 
their respective stages of maturity by the outfalls. 
5.1 LETIIODS AND HATEHIALS 
l,ietal quadra.ts 25cm by 25cm square (.0625 square metres) 
were placed in areas selected by their similarity in heiGht 
above mean low water ( hlL'il) , which was determined earlier (See 
chaptel' :3), and its exposure to the waves. The actual placing 
of the quadrat in the area was done at random. 'rhe area was 
marked out with four steel nails in the corners,and Fratleys 
Putty Vias placed around the base of the nails to secure them. 
Each Quadrat was photographed on colour slide film,and a 
visual survey of the macroscopic seaweeds Vlao done before the 
plot was scraped clean. All material wi thin the quadrat vms 
collected and preserved in 4';~ formalin and seawater for iden-
tification. After scraping and wirebrushing to remove even 
the encrusting corallines, petrol was poured over the area, 
set alight and allowed to burn. After the first burn, more 
scraping Vias done and the petrol added aGain. As a final 
effort to sterilize the plot, 95,; ethanol was poured over t he 
plot which remained until the incoming tide washed it aVlaY. 
To allow for easy relocation, the outer perimeter was also 
cleared and painted. This proved unnecessary as the plots 
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s t ood out long after t he paint had disappeared. 
The cleared plot was photographed again and a cont inui ng 
serie s of observati ons , collections and photography waS 
carried out during spring ti des (every two weeks when possible) 
for 30 weeks. Identification of the algae was done visually 
in the field and recorded by means of a small Parrasonic tape 
recorder with a remote control microphone. A seal tab 
pl asti c bag kept ally wat er spl ashing off t he r ecorder . All 
species present Vlere collected (disturbing the plot as little 
as possible and. taking from the ou ter boundary when a positive 
identification cou ld be made between the algae i ·n the plot and 
that on the boundary). 'fhese species were preserved. as beforc, 
and. Karo slides were mad e of the smaller species and. l abelle d . 
Two extra cleari ngs were done, one at the beginning of winte r 
and one at the beGilUlinl:; of spring, to check i f the seasons 
had had any effect on the recove r y of the plots. The Dray 
and Curtis (1957) index of similarity was employed to measure 
the degree of recovery ( %) (lJurray and Littler, 1978 ) of each 
plot to its preclearing stage. 
Similari ty was measured between the 6, 12, 10 and 30 vl8e]c 
recovery interval s of the polluted and unpoll Ll ted a r eas . 
Hesults for 24 and 26 weeks were not obtained because of 
equinox high surf conditions 
'fhe areas se l ec t ed for the clearines were given codes 
r eferrinG to the grid map (l~ig . 3 .1). The actual l ocation 
of the plots is shown in Fig . 5 .1. 
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5.2 Location and Geography of Areas. 
The six plots cleared are located in J10, K10, J19l, 
J19ll, J25, and J50. The extra clearings were done in J19 
and J10 (See Fig. 5.1) 
The J10 plot was located 280m northeast of the main out-
fall pipe and 85m northeast of the Nahoon outfall (See plate 
4.10). It was located on the edge of a flat rock and is l.15m 
above I.iLW. It is exposed to full wave action at high tide. 
The Y.l8 plot vms located 15m behind the outfall wi thin 
the cove on a rock angled dOVin into the wash 1:JJ1d was .9m above 
I,;L\'/ (Plate 2.2). 
The first J19 plot, J19l, was located 25m south of the 
outfall on a rock shelf subjected to southerly and easterly 
wave action and back wash from the cove during high tide. 
This plot Vias 1. 23m above !ilLW. 
'l'he second J19 plot, J19ll, was located 10m further out 
towards the edge of the rock shelf and about 20m from the 
outfall. It was 10Vier (.85m above I;1Li'/) than J19l and sub-
jected to more wave action (See plate 4.1). 
The J25 plot was located 95m southwest of the outfall 2.nd 
.5m f rom the drop off of the ledge (See plate 4.5). It \'las 
1. 25m above ELi! and subj ected to full wave action at higher 
tides. 
The J50 plot Vias used as a control plot for the clearings 
as it followed the pattern of the Kidds Beach control plot s 
done the previous year. This area also exhibited an algal 
flora similar to areas along this coast not affected by se':I8. t;e 
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(See plateD 1.3 and. 1.4 ). The plot was 1000m southwest of 
the outfall on a rock she l f above a ti dal poo l, 0.9m above 
!.i1'ij , and subjected to the full fo rce of the waves durinG 
higher tides. 
5 .3 HeGul ts and Discussion 
The results of the plot clearings reflected the reGults 
of Borowitzka (1971) and Murray and Littler (1978) . Rapi d 
recovery in the polluted areas occurred while the control 
plots recovere d at a much slower rate. The total cover (%) 
of the plotG over a 30- week period ~Tab. 5.2) shows a r apid 
recovery in the outfall plots (4 to 8 weeks)wk" .... "-' the control 
plots t ook much l onger to achieve full coverage (1 2 to 18 
weeks ) • 
One exception was t he JIO plot which, whi le 100m away from 
t he Nahoon outfall, is the c l osest control plot to the outfalls . 
97% cover was achieved in 4 vleeks. s;~ species of algae Yiere 
present (FiG. 5.2) which was the maximum any plot had at 4 
weeks. Coverage in the polluted areas tende d t o rise r apidly 
and then Glowly decrease due to grazing by limpe ts observed 
in the IJlots after full cover had been achieved. 
The control areas, J25 and J 50 , followed a simi l ar patter.' ~ 
for the control areas mentioned in Hurray and Littler, (1978) 
where the more complex pattern of development took a greater 
period of t i me . 
J.; t-t~ Ujht different species were found, including tho Ge f01.L'1d 
prior' to clearinG t he plots (Table 5.1). These included 6 
TABLE 5.1 
LIST OF SEAWEEDS WHICH WERE FOUrm Itl THE PLOTS DURING THE SUCCESSION STUDY 
Bostrychia mixta 
Bryopsls caespltosa 
Bryopsls flanaganll 
Bryopsis sp. 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 
Ceramium arenarium 
Ceramium cehtroceratlforme 
Chaetomorpha sp. 
Champla compressa 
Cladophora cf. capensis 
Endarachne binghamiae 
Enteromorpha intestlnalis 
Gelidium arenarlum 
Gigartina minima 
Gymnothamnion elegans 
Herposiphonia sp. 
Lithothamnium sp. 
Platysiphonia miniata 
Polysiphonia incompta 
Porphyra capensis 
Pterosiphonia cloiophylla 
Ralfsia expansa 
Ulva sp. 
Lomentarla sp.ff 
Cyanophyta (Blue-greens) 
Amphlroa cf. rigida 
Chaetomorpha antennina 
Enteromorpha cf. prollfera 
Champia parvula 
Licmophora sp. 
Nitzschia sp. 
Chroococcus minutus 
Entophysalls sp. 
Nostocoida llmicola 
Oscillatoria bonnemaisonii 
Oscillatoria amoena 
Sphaerotilus natans 
Callithamnion stuposum 
Centroceras clavulatum 
Ceramium obsoletum 
Colpomenia sinuosa 
Gelidium pristoides 
Gelidium caespitosum 
Heterosiphonia sp. 
Audoulnella sp. 
Lyngbya sp. 
Grifflthsia secunda 
Nostocoida limosa 
Amphiroa ephedraea 
Arthrocardia sp. 
Caulerpa racemosa var. zeyheri 
Corallina sp. 
Hypnea spicifera 
Lithophyllum sp. 
Pleonosporium sp. 
Chellosporum prollferum 
Biddulphla sp. 
Cladophora (unknown)sp. 
ff see Appendix 4 
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TABLE 5.2 
OCCURRENCE OF SPECIES IN PLOTS 
SPECIES 
Ulva sp . 
Enteromorpha intestinalis 
Cl adophora cf. capens i s 
Polys iphonia incompta 
Chaetomorpha antennina 
Ceramium arenarium 
Bryopsis caespitosa 
Cyanophyta (blue-green algae) 
Lomentaria sp . ff 
Herposiphonia sp. 
Endarachne binghamiae 
Champia parvula 
Caul acanthus ustulatus 
Chroococcus minutus 
Entophysalis sp. 
L ithothamni urn sp. 
Arthrocardia sp. 
Oscillatoria bonnemaisonii 
Amphiroa cf . rigida 
Licmophora sp. 
Sphae rotilus natans 
Colpomenia sinuosa 
Nitzschia sp . 
Champia compressa 
Centroceras clavulatum 
% OCCURRENCE 
66% 
54% 
54% 
48% 
48% 
41% 
29 % 
18% 
17% 
16% 
14% 
14% 
13.9% 
13% 
12% 
12% 
12% 
11% 
10% 
10% 
10% 
9% 
7% 
7% 
5% 
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The number of occurrences in a total of 93 samples is represented by 
the % occu~nce. 
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individual blue-ereen algae species that were consistently 
identifi ed from samples and 1 species of bacteria 
(~haero tilus) comJllon in the outfall area. The blue-greens 
that could not be identified were included under the heading 
Cyanophyta. 
A noticable pattern of regrowth occurred within the firat 
four Vleeks. Boroni tz),a (1971) recorded slight groflth of 
mainly Enteromorpha and some diatoms within the first fel'! 
vlee!cs near an AUGtralian sewage outfall. 
Two we eks after clearing, the plots at locations J191 and 
JIO were completely covered by a brown slime consistinG of 
the diatoma IU tzschia sp. and Licmophora sp. (See plate 5.1). 
Two weeks later, the locations were covered in a carpet-likc 
layer of Enteromorpha intestinalis CHate 5.2). This became 
l ess prominent after 6 weeks when other species beean to 
colonize the plots. 
Secondary clearings carried out 2 months after the primary 
clearings revealed the same pattern and a clearing done 4.5 
months after the primary clearings recorded the same result. 
As in L'turray and Li ttler' s study, llurr;;ty aftd-Li {4;:J:el'-" 
(1978 ), the control areas (J25 and J50) took l onGe r to recover 
but also con tinued their recovery to a more complex develop-
mental pattern with increasing species numbers. The outfall 
l ocations, while recovering quickly, maintained the oppor-
tunistic species acquired in the early recovery stages and 
were held in this pioneering state throuGhout the study. 
Host plots by the end of the 30 weeks reaeL'lbled the 
surroundinG areas. 'rhe e~~ceptions were the control areaa. 
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J25 was thickly covered in Ulvo. sp. which Vias interspersed 
with other species. This was contrary to the rest of the 
area in which Ul va sp. ViaS very sparsely dispersed. The J50 
plot Vias noti ceable because of its depressecl state compared 
wi th the thickly Illattecl surroUl1ding surfaces . 'The surround-
ing surface was mainly corallines) and they had only just 
started to r eappear on the J50 plot. 
The K18 plot located in the outfall cove behind the pipe 
recovered within 6 weeks . At tho.(- point it was not distin-
guishable from the rest of the surrounding surface . A mat of 
blue-green algae had quickly colonized this denuded ro ck 
surface, and there was little change in coverage or appearance 
after 8 weeks. 
'rhe predominant species occurring overall in the plots waG 
Ulva sp.) which occurred in 66~ of the plots. Enteromorpha 
intestinalis and Cladophora cf. capensis occurred in 54;:, of 
the plots and Ghaetomorpha sp., l 'olysiphonia cf. incompta n.nd 
CeramiUlll arenari um occurred in 48":; , 4 7~b and 41~, of the plots) 
r espectively (Table 5. 2 ). 
h CW"1t--Uel-
I,rany of the species thEmgh, were only found';in a fen of 
the plots. Ulva sp. , Chaetomorpha sp. and Enteromorpha 
intestinalis occurred in each plot for at least a few weeks 
during the study. The blue-green algae and Cladophora cf. 
capensis vlere prominent in the outfall areas . lIerposipho11ia 
§l?. was found in mo st plots before clearing took plo.ce,but it 
only reappeared- in plots more than 100m from thc outfall. 
The encrusting coralli11es, Lithothamnium sp. and Lithophyllum 
§l? . and the articulated cor alli11eG , Arthrocardia sp. and 
Chei losporum prolifenu!l, onl y appeared on the J 25 and J50 
plots after 14 to 16 weelcs. Colpomenia sinuosa only appeared 
at J500I'1U,"",-; Endarachne bin,o;hamiae recolonized J19II and J25, 
both of vlhich were subjected to heavy surf condi tions. 
Ceramiulll arenarium was prominent i n the outfall area and 
extended fully to JIO and J25. It only appeared on the J50 
plot at 30 weeks. 
A common seaweed found throughout the shelf area , 
Caulacanthus ustulatus , did not occur in the outfall area but 
appeared in JIO and J25. 
The economically v"i,,-.\,'~ Gelidium pristoides occurred in 
the JIO plot prior to clearinG but had not grown in any plot 
during the 30 -week period. 
Bryopsis caespitosa was prominent in the J19I and J19II 
plots from 6 weeks. Blue-green algae Vlere mainly restricted 
to the K18 plot, but samples were collected from plots J19, JIO 
and J25. 
l 'olysiphonia cf . incompta colonized all ploto quickly 
except the 1000m control, J50. ----- - "" It only appeared on that plot 
after 22 weeks. The monitoring of this seaweed provided 
proof that it was a rapid colonizer. Samples talcen from an 
8~Vleek old plot were fertile. These plants were probably no 
more than 4-weeks old. 
The l ength of time a species occurred on a plot (See table 
5.2) is an indication of the environment the species would 
be suited to. l,iany species could establish themselves i n the 
pol l uted area during a period when conditions might favour the 
deve l opJ!lent of species l ess tolerant to sewage. This might 
only lafJ -t ' for a few weeks and t hen , when conditions chanGe, 
the particular species would die. 
'fhe distribution of the species at the end of the 30 
weeks enabled 3 groups of species to emerge. 
1. 1'01erant oj the pollution. 
2. Unable to recolonize in the polluted area. 
3. 'fhri ves in polluted area and less prominent away from 
the outfall (See Fig. 5.4). ---
Species tolerant of the polluted area which took advantaGe 
of the lower species diversity (See chapter 4) in the outfall 
area were Ulva sp., Chaetomorpha sp., Bryopsis caefJpitosa, 
Cer~~iLUll arenariLUll and Polysiphonia cf. incompta. 
Species which had not appeared in the polluted area within 
the 30 week study period but which occurred in the control 
plots were the corallines, Arthrocardia sp., Amphiroa cf. 
rigida, Li tho thalllni urn sp. and Cheilosporum proliferum and the 
brown alga , Colpomenia sinuosa. 
Species which t hrive in the polluted areas but were not 
able to recolonize control plots we re the blue-green algae and 
Cladophora cf. capensis. 
Callithamllion stuposum, Audouinella sp. and Gelidium 
pristoides did not reappear on any of the plots rlithin thc 30 
week study period (See plates 5.4 to 5.22 for plot 8ucccG8i ono ). 
5 . 3 .1. Sil;lilari ty 
Similari ty betvleon the recovered ploto and their original 
plot before clearill~, was determined (See Bray and Curtis, 
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1957) (Fig. 5.3). '],he average similari ty for the cOlltrol 
plots was 39j~ compared wi th 55~ for the polluted plots . 
'],he most rapid recovery occurred in K18 with an 86~ similarity 
average over 30 weeks. '1'his reflects a totally polluted 
environment with only a feVi species aole to survive and 
therefore fewer species to recolonize the plot. 
similari ty wan recorded at J50 (34\:, ). 
The loncet 
'],he control plots took a longer period to recover but, 
havinc a hi Gher species diversity (See Chapter 4), more 
s pecies appeared. 
':!i th fewer species able to withstand the otreso environ-
ment afforded by the outfall, the species which occurred 
there would be the tolerallt, opportunistic species of this 
particular outfall. 
1'he competition that the species tolerant to the pollution 
face in the control areas would seem to keep their numbers 
conotallt. Once introduced to the polluted environment, how-
ever, the lack of cornpeti tion allows these speci es to thrive. 
'],he use by the tolerant species of the exceso nutriento 
present from the sewage for growth is allother factor which \72.0 
investi Gated by Burrows (1971). This could also pl ay a role 
in the rapid recolonization due to excess growth . ThrouGhout 
the study, Ulva sp. collected from the plots consistently 
vari ed in s i ze. The Ul va which Vias predominant in J19 Vl::lS 
always much larger in size than the Ulva in J10 and J50. 
The J10 and J50 Ulva was consi s tently shorter than the J19 
Ulva. Its consistency ruled out grazing by invertebrates. 
'],he J19 Ulva , although resembling the other Ulva during the 
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Y01WG staGes, was much lonGer and leafier. Burrows (1971) 
suggested that species of DIva near sewage outfalls in Britain 
made use of nutrients released and this may affect their size. 
It VIUS also proposed that DIva could be used as indicators 
of pollution. 
A definite pattern occurred in the successional study 
carried out along the Bats Cave rocks. A gradient from the 
outfall plots towards t he control plots Vias apparent. 
Recovery in the polluted plots occurred rapidly through the 
presence of opport1:mistic species which were able to colonize 
the denuded rock surface vIi th possibly the help of diatoms 
(See Observations, Chapter 6) which prepared the surface for 
attaclunellt. Rapid growth of some of these species may have 
becn brought about by increased levels of nutrients from the 
untreated sewage. Only sewage .-tolerant species were able to 
establish themselves for any length of time. 'rhe fUrther 
JrOl!l the outfall the plots were located, however, the 1011eer 
recolonization took. The longer period allowed for a 
greater Variety of species to be established. 
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OCCURR~NCE OF SEAWEED SPECIES IN THE SUCCESSION STUDY PLOTS 
(Shaded areas represent occurr~nce of the species during the corresponding week) 
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- 1- - - -t-t--r-t_=:l --~~d-lI--I::_::;I---tr-rPnI~!~s !E~on J il nfompta ___ _ 1--r-i- r--I==t~=~Ettl~~~F-=r=iPorEr,~ra capensls -_ _ Pler§s !~!!Q~1~_do I ol'llY.ll a_ 1~=I=j~=t=l:=j~I=:I=~I-~I-~~t+~I"""~==t=:)!Rii Tf s 10 eXEansa _ 
- - -- - -'1---1--f-=t-l"'""=l-t--=--lr-t:-~f===----l~~h~r.nf-lg1~Lgreen:L _: 
1- +--t--l-- 1---+- 1f---t---t-+-1t-f--t-t--1r--1-- ~~m~~~r~f;~~~ ~!~~j ~-.-~-­
- 11---1- +-++-+--f----lf-t-t--t----1--t--I- -I-En (eroijior P.ti ~~ ~ [ ;- j,r.6. i i fera::- _ 
- 1-1-'--t--I- -t--I---I-1f-1---+--1-++--t--t-- -':Iiiiiiiji 1 ii~ rvu,-,I a'---_ ___ _ I 1 -=1=i=~=~=t::::~f=i=r+=f=t~=t===F=--'=~:~~I_-c~1JI5~r.ora-s~,,-.------1- nnzsc1iliiS~ 
- ,- - - - - - 1- -1-'---I--_T~nlfiiiic5ccus nrl=n"u't"u::s-- -
-- - - - - - - t-- - 1- ~t---15!Qii!iy~~llL:sii"'. '-==---- " 
- [--- - - - NQ~tQ~Qh!Ll!ml!;Qla 
- Osclllatoria bonl1ell1-aTls-o-nTlt:--
- - - - Oscll1alorlaamoena 
- I----J--t- -IHI- f-H - ~t!6~erQmVLD~tiiiie.- --,_- 1 
- - J-- - f-I- I-I--t--I -_--II -_ -_ it--_ -t: I - - II~'§~I-- _C~l) Uh~!!!olQU!!!PQ-j !-!!n-~ 
--1- - - Centroceras clavulatum 
- - II--t--t--I-- \--t-_t---l-ll-'---I-i-++-_ _ ;-_ --!Ce,t~!iilu!!!_ oiiiiii el~':',n:==----
-1- t----1-+++-+-I1--o--1---+--+++-I_---I---.1:0 I pOlUenJ iLl j DUOS a I 
- - IHH,-IHI---f-t---t---I-+--+---Fi-=i---If--lc!Gg) tglll!!LPt1HQIQg~-,--c---c-_ -_ -_-_-_ 
- -11-t--t--t--I--t----l-J--t___+-++-~--+_~G-''''el1!Uu!tLHllHill"o.s~u"''m-____ 1 -t-I-I-t-t---t--I-+++-+-I--+=l----II~l,e1etosj pbQnla~nLo..' _ _ _ _ ~ ~UdQuiolULL.sn"-· _____ 1 
1- -t-I-I-I-f-t---+--+--I---+-+--+--I-_--l~ngbYLS p. I-t--i--I--t--j---j:-:-t___+_++--t-_t-lr---I-----t--~ GldIiHhsj~iLI-e-cu-D--,dc-a ----__ -t----lr----I-+-++-+---j-lI---I---+-+-I-d~I-f}!!~!QCO iJ!~Jl!!1Q~"a, ~~_~~I 1-t--t--t----t--~---t-I---+_++-I--I-__It-=I--_I-Ilmphit:llLePhedr.ae, ~a ______ 1 r-lri-i-i,-+-t-r-r~~~+-f~~--+~~dht~rurui~n~,~~~_l 
- t,J---I-+++_t-l- I---I--++-I---I-__ -l---..1.J:aul e rpa.J:acemQS a va t, z evher 
- 1- - --I-;-;--t---t---j---t---'--/-f-1----'+-!~mll1Duv;" ~ _ _ _ _ _ I 
- 1----1 - 1- -11-t----I-++--l-~__t-E~3_----I_-!lty~DllL!.~!~::ra~ _______ 1 
,- - - --I- -t--t-- t---l-+t;;;:':-- ++t--+-7-/--!:.ll.tbQpbYlIYIUP'~' ___ __ 1 
- -1- I--r ---E.leoDospot:1uI1LSP'~ ____ 1 
1- ! _ Cb g! 19!. nQ[ll!!u!t!!lll_",eur "",m,--_ 
- t-- t----t---t--r-t---tHI--If-If-t-I--/--t-r i-_ -'-..!ll!!glllnhiuP~;::C::--C:-;~ ___ 1 I CladQl))lOra]ul1knownlsp. 
, ii See Appendix 4 
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TABLE 5. 3.1.3 
Weeks m 
" ... L-a ro ~I~ ro <D " N a "' M N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ro 
. 'f " N OJ + + + + + + + + + + ~+-+-~~_4--II--~+-~ __ I __ +-_~_I~ 
1-++-+-1--I--II--I-~-+++_+--I-I-__ I--_D~!o!.".s tr~c h 1. hi! x ta=, ___ _ 
+ + u 
-1-- --1--I--CI---I--~_4-I__II__~-+_~_I_---I~.JtY.QE~ h c~~~mm __ _ 
- --'-- -- - ·--I'_f--I· -1--l--+++_+--I--1!DmQ~js flanagan!! 
- -- -- -- - -- ~1--1--1--l~11--1--1--+-__ I---,!Bm~~!qR __ . --r-l __ 
- -- -- -- - --11-f--I--I--I--+-+·-I--J.--I--.!:~!!l!!~~nt@~.J!~ ,u~::.aO-'ru",· s _ _ 
-1--1---1-+--1--1-_1_-1-- --I-+-I-f--I-__ I_...!oCe ra hi I 11111 are n a r 1 um 
- --11--~~-l--I--4--1--!--I-I--+-+_+--li--.~C:e"!.r~am!l!.f~u~~m!-=ceiitrocerailforme 
Chaetomor~fia s~. --1~*:I:=t:=t:~~'~~1~~~~~;1=t=j~jt=1~1~===1=-::~clflalll~ lacolll~ress-a ---r: - CTaaoEfloracf~al!enSls - . . 
tnaaracfiiielilngr,ii",lii-e --
- --I-- --1c-.I-++-I--f-f-I--+-++---I:--i'£iiterolllorpflal n testliiiTls '_ 1 
I-- _GeTlalulll areiiiiLr!,!lu"'''''--__ _ 
G!.9arElmliiiliii ma, ____ ~ 
--1--.1-+--I--I--I---I--I-I-I--·'I---II--I--+---lGymno thallln Ion e ~,,,a,,,ns,--_ _ 
1- --I--I--I---I---l--+--I-H'--F~-I--+---I---'Ie rQoST~liDiil ~a ..is! ~Qc... ___ _ -::::t::::t::::j::::j:::::::t::::j:::::::t::::t:::t::::~:::_-~~+· ~t~-=~~ ~-=jLHliiii.r,aiiiiiium sp,~ . .,--__ _ 
- Platiisl~fioiiiamlnlatL........ -- 1--'\"'--I--I--J.~-f--t-+-+-+-+---f-I---+-:pP(~O 1 ys !~Iion! a ! ~,Q!!!iii!! __ 
-I-- =:::l=i=l=l=t±±±j=l=1=1==::: I--PorEr,2ra c~p~ns h __ _ 
- 1-- i--P{eros 1~!jii~!~_QQ lopl.y,lla 
-- --1-- -- HaHsl ii expansa =t=I=±±=t=l=t=t=tt+=J:=+=I==~=r~@h!~~!!L~R.U==~-
-- --I-- -1~-\'--I_I __ l--+-_I __ I--_I--_I_-I-__ I_CyanOe~~ ta 1!l! u~- gt~~L.. 
1- --1-- ___ ~lIIpli!ro~.J;I~rlglda._ .. ___ I --.\--~--I~ -I-- Cr.a~!~~I~~Rh~_~~~~!,I!I~L 
--11--1---1-++ - --I--I---\.--I-I--i-- -- --En I e ~o,!,~ I)~~. S [ "-. Pr.~ Ilf era 
-- -- - -- =~l=t±±=±=±=jr=I=~+==t=tliaiiiPla ~a!..'rv~~u!ll!'..a ____ _ [lciiioEflora s~,,-. _____ _ 
---1.-+---1--,..... HUls eli! as 2.,. _.,, ____ _ 
-- -- .. -- - -- - -- -- """ I---C~f~~c~~~us .,!11]nutus 
... . f--~nIQUbndlu~D'~~''-'"'7-''~~-_-_-__ - __ 
-- r--l!Q~ tQ'Q!Q!.Jlml~Qh.-,-_,.,--~ Osclllatoria bonnemalsontt __ 1 Oscfllatorla-amoena ~~~~~~~~t;F-tfIj-;;Jt=l.-SUb~~tQH1iis na t~ii'£· --~ 
-- --I~IH-II---I-I--+--+-.I--l-cl_~-j~ _C~l) Hb~!J)ulQU_ ~ t!lPQ ~ I!!n_~1 
1- -- --II-~--I-+--'I--l--I- - __ C~n~rOcet~Lfl~Ylllaturn 
-- -- -1-- -- C~mIlwn.Q!mh.!wn ___ _ 
1--+--1- ,--1--1-+--1-+_+--1-1-1---1-_1 __ -1.....£0) pOInenja...sj uuosa ____ i 
-- -- !-I--I--~-+-+++-I-_+-+__I__.jI---1_..!G"§e Jj ~ 1!I!lLUr.h 19 lQ§s'----__ 
--1--11---1-4 __ - -1--+-++-+-I--f-I-----I--!-B§l1ti~lum l!il"'OS,..II"IU,'--__ 
--t--I---l---l---l--l---lI-I--I--II-I-I-I--I--_-I-..lI--\'e1e to sipbonl Up,,-, __ _ 
--t--t---l---l--I-l-lI-I--I--;I-I-I-I--I--_-I-.J,AudouinellufLP '~ ____ I 1--t--I---I-~---I-~-+-++-I--I--I--I__--I-_--I. __ L~ngbYa..sD~, --=. __ ---
l--t--t--+++++-+-+-+-I-lI--I--+---f-...4l:r.i:J.mibsiiLsEcunda == 1-t--I-+-l--j--l'--I--.J---I--I---I--I--4_I--~-+..JjQOHQ~Q. I d~..ll!!JQ~ ,a. ~~_~I 
-1i-1---t--++-t---t-I--l--+-+++--I---I-.JlmPhiroa..ePhedraeio.a ____ 1 HI---l-l--+-+-+--+-++--I--I--I--+--+--_.I--.1ltlbmil.tdl ;un,~. __ ---. __ 
--1·--t--I,-I--t-+-+--I--I---I.-I__I__+-+_--l--.1raulerplLtilceDiosa Var, zeyher 1--I--I-I-I--t--t--+-+++-++-I-__I-......:..-I--.Jr,Qr~llinL~ P. 
-I-- -- - ilypnguplc1~fe-r-a------1 
I--I---I---I-I--I---l---l-I--II--II_· 1-1--1--1---,-+..Ji~!lthopbYllUIUILP '~ ____ I 
- --11--+--I--l--I--l·-lI---I--I---I-+_-I--l. __ ~.JP'-' 1 eonos POclUIlLS P ., _____ _ 
-I--I--l---I-++-l--I--+-I--II--I---~-I---- __ CbgllQ~nQtum prollferum 
- t---t--l--l--+--I---l-lI--IH-I--lI--I--I-_I--.IlJ ~~Yl nhiu n,,,,, :------.,. __ _ 
1 Cladophora (unknown)sp . 
, If see Appendix 4 
~I~ <:> <Xl M N + + + + 
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- 1-
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-
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-
-
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-
-
- I-
1-
-
-
-r-
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1- -1-
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TABLE 5.3.1.4 
-OCCURRENCE -Of -SPECIES IN THE J19I PLOT 
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Weeks 
-b 
'-<Xl <0 ..- N <:> 
'" 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - 'f "f N ., - + + + + + + u 
---'---, 
Dostr¥ehla mlxta l- f- = ~rx2~~I~ e~~~~!~2!~ Ym~~ I s fl anagan II . I- t-~rm~h'r.r_. --liilT--t- --l:il.Y!i!~i!!!!JllU!~ 11 a us -l- I- Ceramium arenarTum .. 
Ceramlurnce"troceratlforme---Ciiaetomor~lia s~. --. 
cfiaiii~lacO/n~ressa - .. 
I- riTailoEfiora eGa!'."ns 15 ------
naaracfiiieoliigliami a-e ---
~ 
--
I- Eii£eromorpfia'lntestlnarrs- '" . 
'{;ijllalum areiiarlum 
I- '{;!narETna mInima 
-':Yllliiolhalllnloneiegans 
... 
,lerfioSlwnla SP • 
- [H iotliallliiTu!lUP. _. I- PlaI¥slf;iionia mlnlatL--
l- I- 1-~~!~~!~jon!aiiicQll!iili -
t- Po rl'.h¥r~ c~~gmh ______ . . 
~ - PIer2s !~!!Q~.U!illpIIY.lIa_._ 
-nans Ia ex~ansa . 
I- Ul~L~~'I ____ " ___ '_ ._ [Q~I~n.~LLsp..tt ___ • ___ 
I- Cyanop!!~ 1!!! u~· ~r~ens L _ .. _ 
I;;; -- Aiilllti!roLddJg! a. ___ _ ._ cilae tOlllorp'ha ante!lIlIr!L _ _ 
-EiiEijro~iorliti~~~[:· pr.p.llfera_ . . 
~ I- cr.aiii2!~_~~rv~1 a 
I- tlcmophora sr. 
jiiiOi ~ rmzsclilas~ __ 
- -
-
-
- Lnfoococcus mlnufUs 
---
- :-
-tiiElililimULsj). 
NQitQ~Q!Q!.lJm~2Ja 
Osclllatoria bonnellla Isonll 
Hsclllator!aaiiioena ~b~erQmijLDat~ii~ 
-. C!!lL!!b~!!!ol on. !!!!PQ!!!!n 
Centroceras eiavlllatUln 
CgtoollilL06sgigium 
rill pOlUcnJa...sinuosa 
Ge IHiJ/!!Lru:.! HQ I Qg~ 
qgllQlYIIL~il.mtllosllm I- I-Uelerosipbonla-sp. 
-i~~olJiuellUP . 
gbYLSP. 
-r,tiIIitbsia.secunda 
. NostQeoldil..JlruQH 
Aruphiroa..ePbedraea ~ 
-Arlbllimliun 0 r~ulerpaJ:acemosa :ia t I ze~het ~Qrdlillu P. 
!vnn~un!£lIgra 
HbQUbillvuu. 
- Ii iilODQSPOl:iJllILsp. 
-ihg!l9~r;QlJlIn nro! Iferum 
IJl9lllf;hlun. 
Cladonlora {unknown}sn. 
- ff see Appendix 4 
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TABLE 5.3.1.5 
OCCURR<N CE 'OF SPECIES IN THE JI9!I PLOT 
0> 
r- -,_,-rw=;ee:.::k:,::srTTTTI,"-t t 
~ ~ ~ Ie , ~ ~ ;!; ~ S co "0 .q- N ~ 1----1 ___________ -
+ + +I~ + + + + + + , + + + ~ 
, II See Appendix 4 
0 
'" M N + + 
1- -
- -
-
-
-
-
-
-1-
1-
-
-
- I-
- I-
- I-
--
-
-
~I~ 
f-- -
TABLE 5.3.1.6 
OCCURR£NCEOF 'SPECIES IN THE JIg SPRING CLEARING PLOT . 
Weeks 
'" '" 
... N 0 
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
. + + + + + 
-
-~-
- -
~ 
'" . 'f t N + + 
0' 
c 
·b 
I-
'" QJ 
u 
I-
Bostrlchla mlxta 
_~rrQ~~I~ c~g~~l~Ql~ nrrQn~ s flanaganll 
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-~rm~!Lr,p._, -rTr.- -r= ~ - l- I- -.l:ayJ~~~n1JYL!!~ " a us 
- Cerami um arenarlum 
- - - 1- Ceram i iiiiicelitrocera il forme 
cfiaetolllorEha sE. .. - I- - - - I- -
eliiimEl. compressa .. ~ f- - I- CTa(Joj!fiora c f.CaEensls--
--':iiilaracliiieol ngli5ml.-e --
- [nteromorpfla-rntestlnaTIs ' 
I- ...!!ellanllll areiiiirlum 
-
- 1-
---C19arETna nilnima -
_~ymiiolhnmn lonei egans 
... l1er~Slpr,oiil a s p . 
- I- I- n IOtr,niiiiiiii.h sp, 
I- la!rslnITQnla m!nl~!~ 
... f- oTys 1 E IOn Ta-r n~ollllllil __ 
-- -Por~fiiira capensh ___ ... 
Pleros l~li2~!i_~!Q!Qplwl Ia 
- RaTfSla eXEansa 
I-
--Ul va SE. 
L2[1~~!~r!~~n . ll~~~ f-- - - cyanoe!!~ l!JJu~-~r~~L 
1= ~iiiP!i!roUrdlgJ a __ .. _ r- C!!a~!~~I~~p'hU~ ~!,!JIlI D~ __ 
- - - - -Entero~I~!: p.b~ .. ~ f.'-.pr.Q IHera 
- -
-Cfiampla Earvula 
- 1- m@~~liora-~p' . I-
-Nitzschia ~~ __ 
- - - - -
- 1- ~lifoociicciis mTnutus .•. - f--- - ttiIQfiliji~~ U \:"sjj-. - -I- No~tQ~Q!~~..l1ml~Q]a 
OSc111atorla bonnelllalsonl1 - - -
Osclllatorla-8moena f-- ~~~etQtliU._Da£~n~ - - I- C~!l!J;b~!lJu!QU_ ~l!!PQ~!!!n 
Centroceras clavulalum Cgr~rulwlI 06521 et~m 
r olpmomia...slnuosa 1- : Gg)j d IJI!!LIrr..hl!l !Qg~ 
r.el!diYm-f~glP1!osum 
e!etosjpbooja~p. 
udouineUa...s p. 
wgbYa_sP. 
r.tiIll!bsia..secunda 
. rlos!Qco~~..lllliQ~a ~ruPhir:o.a_ePhedraea ~ 
ctbruatdl1...s.p. 
rauJetpa....r:aCfllJOSa llat. ! CoraillniUP. 
!ypngUQ!c\[era 
I1hQnhillu~p. 
f.--tleonos por.iuIlLS p_ 
chgllQ~f;lt:!!rn Qro!l{erum 
---Blg9Ylfill un. -,-
Cladoplora (unknown)iP. 
eyher 
ff see Appendix ~ 
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TABLE 5.3.1.7 
OCCURruoNCE OF SPECIES IN THE JIO PLOT 
Weeks 
· .. ~I~ L 0 CX) CX) '" '" N 0 '" M N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ CX) 
'" 1: N QJ + 1- + + . + + + + + + + + U 
Bostr},chla mlxta 
I- t- t- ~ry'Q~~ls c~~~~l!Q~~ - YtlQ~~ ~!anaganll - I---I- .. -'1ry'Q~~kr,r_. -ITft--~ - -- - - ~ -
- ~~uJ~,~ntJu~u~ ~ a us r-- l-
i- ~ Ceramium arenarlum i- I--~ I- ~~rami iiiiiCe~trocera El forme Cfiaetoiiior~r,a s~. .. - I-
-- [lialll~lacolll~ressa r= CTailoefliira-c r'-ca EenslS - .. -:- - -
tnaaracfine61nglialllla-e --f- - I- t- tnleroiiiorEflaJ ntesEliiiiHS-' - l- I- I- t- Gelllli UIII- arenarl um 
- - ~ - t- G!.9iirHna mliiima 1-
_fymnolflalllnion-ejegans 
.... 
'- lIerfiosl iilioiila s p. I-
- I- LH iiitr,aiiiiili.m sp. 
~Ia£¥slf;iioiil am In I a t~ 
~ .... 1-000 rolys I~ iiiiiIai~~ollliiJ~ __ 
-
Por~~~r~ c~pgns!~ ___ . 
I'£er~s lp!iQ~!~_£l!!.iQpllY.lla -
-naTfsla exeansa 
'- Ulva sp. ."" 
[e@~5!~[!~!p..!I~-=-- - - -
ia- cyanophyta 1Blue-~re~L I- ~ l- i- /liITi1ti!ro~ cldJgl a~ __ . __ i- .. l- I- chaetolllorrha antennlna l- I-
I-
-
Eii£eri5ijior~liii-c f :-prJ! i nera 
t- t- -[f1a~e!a~~ry~ia 
tlcmopfiora ~p. 
NlIZsclilasl!..:. 
-
... 
f;;; 1- _~lifijijcoccijs 01 liititus 1- - - ._.- ._.- - -- .. - - -. 
- tntQillijiims_~p . 
I:;;: NostQ~Q!~~-1lrn!~QJa - - -
Osclliatoria bonnemalsonff , ~ 1-
- osclllatorla-aiiioena 1-
- 1- ~nfi~~tQiliv~~tan~ 
- C~llilb~wnlQn_ ~l!!PQ~ !1m I- f- Centroceras clavulatum 
-I- Cermu!ll ob~QEiiuln 
Col pmnen.fLSi Duosa I- I---I- GgW j!l!!LprhlQ j~g$ 
- r,glict!wu~gmilosum 
-~~tero~jphQnja-ip. 
udQujD~llL.5 p. 
_ll'ogbvLSP. 
-I- ---firifljlb~jLsecuDda 
- Nos1Qco~~-1lmQ~a 
-~ruPhltQLePbedraea 
'- rthruat:!lh-in. 
ra ul e rp L.t.a celllns.iLYl\ t , I -
r,Qilllin Up • 
--1!vpon2pjf.li.gra 
-
--- - -
-1.HbQubYlluIJUP. 
-Eleooos potlllllLSp. 
_~bgl1Q~nQtM!!L~erum 
---614llYlr,lljL.5fl. 
Cladonhora (~nknown12 . 
eyher 
~.-
. fJ see Appendix' 4 
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TABLE 5.3.1.8 
OCCURR[ NCE OF SPECIES IN THE J25 PLOT_ 
Weeks 
a co ~I~ co '" <t N a M N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ co . 'f + + + + + + + + 
~ I-
I-
- - I::: - - . 
t:::: t-
-
-
-
-- I-
r-
I- = - I-
- -- -
--t-- -- I-
I-
.. .. 
-- --
--
-- -
-
-
. _- r-I-t--;-1-t-'-
1--I-- i-
l- I-
1- : 
f--
I-
-
~ -
--
1-1-
-
-- - - -
- - -
<t N 
+ + 
1--
~ 
-
0> 
" ... 
L-
'" QJ 
';; 
-~ 
~ 
:::: 
t-
I-
:= 
~ 
~ 
::::: 
~ 
-. 
~ 
-
-
-
'. 
Bostrlchia m!xta 
~ryQp.~l~ c~~~R!IQ~~ BtYQ~~ls flanagan!! H~m~kr,p._, -ITfi'-- ---tayla~~ntJy~y~ ~ a us 
CeramIum arenarlum .. 
Ceramium centrocerailforme--' C~~~!omorQfla~p. 
· ...... nalll~la CDilipressa ." 
-CTailo~Dra cr.caeeiiSls· - --. . 
tiioaracfliie61iijjliallll ae- --
[iilerolllorpflaJ 11 testl iiailS-' . 
~eTlalulII areiiarlum 
---CI9arElna mlrrim~ 
_GymnoUiiillll1lon elegans . 
IlerfioSliiliOiila sp. 
lit iii iflamiifu." sp. __ 
~!a!isl~~Qiila m!rrl~t~ __ 
olysle IOnTall1colllp.li! 
por~~r~c~p~nsh ___ .. ' 
_rter2s lliliQ!!!~_£l.!!l9."llYJ \a __ . 
RaTlslii ex pans a _ 
~!.'!L{P'l--------- .. 
'omen ar a sn.ll _ _ .. 
Cyaiioplilia-I iiI u~Teens L .... ---{l~tilro~ cL_rlg] a. _ _ ._____ 
Chaetolllorr.ha an\e!l!1!nL_~_ 
--Eii{eroiiior~liii-Cf. - pro IlferL 
· --[r.aiiijilii-~arvuia- -
-n ciiioElioras ~. 
Nnzsclilas~ _ 
I--fliroococcus m 1l1u tus 
t~!Qn~ys~ljs_~o~- .. 
. NQ.?!Q£Q !~;t.ll1!11~Qla 
Oscll1atorla bonnematson1t 
oscllliilorlii"amoenii s~E~~tp.miiua tiiiii. 
-Ca ll.ub~nmiQlul!!PQ,,!!n 
Centroceras claVulatum 
Ciiramlu!!LQbsQ eiMm . 
J(aJpnmenla..slnuosa 
Gg] HI JI!!LI!r..h 1 Q! rl g s 
qgll~Ym_£~gjvl!osum · 
-~~letoSlPbonla-sp. 
udoulueJla-Sp, 
l)i.ngbYLsP. 
JlclffHhsla....secuoda 
· Nos!Qcolrl;t..llmQsa 
_Amphiroa..ephedtaea 
..Ar1bt~.a.rdla-Sp.. 
Cau]erpa..tacemosa vat . ze:ther CoglliDL~g. 
j~png~~pl£!Lgra 
lilhQohYlluffi..jp. ~ieDnQSPQtlum..sp. 
_Cbg!lQ~li9rUln p[o]1[erum OlrldYl~ iun. 
C, adODhora lunknow~ . 
. If See Appendix 4 
. 
TABLE 5.3.1.9 
OCCURRbNCE -OF -SPECIES IN THE J50 PLOT 
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W eks e
-.. ("";'" ... ~I~ '" '" <t N a .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'" '" "'f N '" "' N - + + + + + + - + + u ... + 
Bostr~chia mlxta 
- t- ~r~Q~~ls c~~~nl!Q~~ - 1- n~Q~~ls flanaganll - - -t- . Bry'Q~!!Lr.P._' -nT---- -I- --- - --
-
-
e- --.l:~uh~~n!J~L~! ~ a us ._ ~ Ceramium arenarlulll 
ceramlurn-ce~trocerailforme---
- - -t- - Cr.aetOiiiOr~r,a s~ . -Cliaiii~la compressa 
CTailo2fiora cr:caEeiisTs ' - ... 
ti'iaaracr.iietil ngliaml a-e ---t- io- £iiteromoE2fia-lntestlnarrs- -· - -
~ell"lulll areiiarlum 
---n!9arElna-iiilnima -
_l!YllInoEfialilld onei egans _ 
Ilerl'OSl pooiilup. 
- I- LH ioEfiaiiinlu\D.2p,-- __ 
-!IaE¥slf;fiQnj~.mlnl£t~ __ 
-
~ Polys Ie lOn!Ll~~Q!!!p!~ _ ___ Piir~r.~r~ c~~~n~h ______ 
. ~ P£er~s !~!!Qu_~_£!Q1Qpl!Y.11 a _ __ 
"aTrs!a eXEansa _ 
Ulva s~. _ __ _ l-
I- lo@~ii!ar.!L~R.!.l==-. __ _ cyanoe!!~ l~Ju~-~r~~ _ I- I- ~ -- Aiiiij61ro~.sI~rJgl a. _ _____ r- ~ I- C~a:!~~I~r~h~_~~~~!l!11 ~~ ___ - _ --Enter°i!'~p.h~ .. ~{-,-pr.9.llJera __ . 
--
--rflamela earvula 
tl ciii~~I!ora-~jj . 
"Uischla sl?.:. _ 
- --- -- -- -- -- --t-- - --t--
_ ~nr55ciicciis m!nutus -.~ t-- - l=f.liEiii!jym1s..s ii. -. --- I-
NQ~ tQ~Q!~LJjmlcQla --
Osclilatoria bonnemalsonll - -- -- - --
osclll ii torI aamoer.. --- ---sub~~rQtlivi.Dat~n~ 
-- C~lli!b~l)In!Qll. ~ !!!PQ~l!!n 
Centroceras clavulatullI .J:fr~ml~m_QiisQ]gium 
ol pOluonja..sjDuosa 1- Gg) HlJl!!LPriHii l~e~ 
. r,gIHjYIIU~gll!liosum r- =ueleto~lpbQnla~p. 
udoulnell<L.S.p. t-
l~ngbYLSD. 
tiffilb~ia.secunda 
-nps!Q~Q~~.lllliQ~~ 
- ~ 
--1lmphi tD Le pbed rae a ~ 
-At1btru:~t!ll.a~n. ~ 
-.Caul erpa...taceOlQSa...'La t 0 zex:ber ~ t- r,Qnll!niu~. 
!Y~n~L~~l£i[gra 
---111bQnbYlIYffi-~p • 
~ 1-- .£leonos porilHILs p -- -- _Cb~.\ln~9rl!!!LnrOII feru," 1-
-Ill!Mulr; lup~ -~ C I a d!1ll!lOra J ~l1knowlll.S ~. 
- II see Appendix 4 
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TABLE 5.3.2 
COMPARISON OF ' SPECIES OCCURRtNCE THROUGHOUT THE STUDY AREA 'PLOTS 
Areas 
KlB Jlgl J191 I J 19SP J 10 J25 J50 KB 
Bostrflhla mlxta ._ . 
B~Q~s.s c~eiQl~o~a 
. 
B~~~ts flanagantl 
Bryo~s is sP.. 
~llil a ca iilliuSiiSlUlii t u s 
Ceramium arenarlum 
Ceramium ceniroceraElrorme 
Chaetomor~E' 
ICnamElj compressa 
CTaaO~lOra cf. caEensls 
~£rraaracnn.-olngnamlae 
£ii1eromorEha I nies it na 11 s 
uelTOlum arenarlum 
'GTiiarllna minima 
lGymnD1r,amnlon elegans 
\ler~iTQ!iQnla so. . 
~Lt othamnlYIh sp 
Plat~slf;honla mlnlat--:y~lys!Fon!a In£oml!h __ 
---Ptrpnyra caQensls 
c.fl erosl2M"la cioloplly.1h " ... 
~ --nallsla ex~ansa ---UTva sp. -lomenlarla s~.li 
--Cyano~YEaf1Biu~-areens) 
Am~lilJ:Qa c ~rJ gj a 
Chaetomorpha ~~~~~~lnL .. _ .... 
£ii£e~iiniof~li~ .. ~f. ~tollfera_ 
Clial1l~!a par~~la 
Lfcmopnora s~. 
,NHzsclila s~ 
-10- _~~foococcus mlnutus 
Eii!QllfiYS~lls-sD. 
NostQ£ol~~mJcola 
Oscillatorta bonnematsonO-
Osclllatorla amoena 
SUb~~rQtllus-Datans 
Ca lllib~mol oo_.sl!!pQ Slim 
Centroceras clavulatum 
-
~~~illLQbsQlelum 
pomeoJiLSj Duo~a , . 
GuJd I 1I11UlJ:h iii ige s Ggj]Q1yu~ell!ilo,ill;; 
Ile.terosj phorli a-s p. 
~udQu1nella-Sp. 
vngbya-sp. 
_GiifIitb~ja-SecuDd-
Nos!Qco~~-1imo~a . . , 
---Amphiroa-fpbed~aea 
- . 
........ 
-Adbrom:dh-sn, -raulerp~acemosa ~ar, z!!~he[ 
Coallioa iQ 
_\IYQoga sQlcHera 
ithonhvllUlll....sn . 
PI eODospociwn....sp 
~~~llo~F;QrYffi-QJ:Qliferum 
B iidiil~n. ) Cladophora unknown)sp . 
. ii see Appendix 4 
\ 
Po 11 uted 
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TABLE 5.3.3 
COMPARISON OF SPECIES OCCURRENCE IN THE SECTORS WITH 
VARYING DISTANCES FROM THE OUTFALL 
Sectors 
+lOOm ±lOOOm Kidds Beach , 
Bostrflhla mixta 
.-BtYQQs s c~ei[!lo~a 
BrVoQil s f1 anagan i i 
Br},oQsls s~. 
~aYla,antn~s usfUlatus 
Ceramium arenarlum 
Ceramium centroceraHforme __ 
Chaetomor~na s~. 
"--tham~la com~ressa 
Claao~hora cf. ca~ens Is 
tiiOaracfiiie Iilngfiamlae 
[nteromorpha IntesHnalls 
. 'liellolum areiiarlum 
GlijiirHna mInIma 
Gymnolhomnlon elegans 
11er~osliiliOn la st>. -
-rtl iiUiamliilJm sp. , _ 
platlSlf;h~n1a minia!a polysl~ ion1aln£omp~_ 
por~~ra c~~~ns!s 
pleros 1 ~n a c 1 0 lo~hy.1l"- ._ 
Half,lii ex~ansa 
--Ulva s~. . 
--Comenlarla s~.fl .. 
Cyanii~~~ue'areens) 
-
--p,mQfilroa c_~rJgL a 
CnaetomorEha a~te~~J.nL .. " .. 
--.:iiteromortili~ .. ~ h...JlJ:.Q.l.Uera 
Cfiampla ~arvula 
Llcmopfiora sQ. 
NHzscfila s~ 
L~roococcus mlnutus 
EnlQQlli$ftll~Q. 
NostQ~o!da 1imlcola 
Oscl11atoria bonnemaisonil 
Os!J,llatOrla amoena 
SQ~~tQlliuiJQitans 
Ca 1lli!@mni ou.s tl!PQ~~m 
Centroceras c1avulatum 
ceramIum obsQletum 
rnlpomenia..slnuosa 
Ggjldl!I!!Luht9ld~s 
Gei 'idium.,&aelR1tosum 
~~~oslDbQn.liUP' 
ouiDe.lla sp. 
I vnguya SQ. 
r. i:illllb s.ia... se.cu n rl' 
. NostQcoida limo~a 
-..-Amp b.i1:o lL.l! D be!l ;:. p .-
1 
Tr'ih r.o.t..a..r:dliU p • 
raul.erQa....ta -;:;;;;;;:;~ z e vh e r 
Coral1ina sp 
. II PMa Sl!k.l..llra 
UhQt!bYll.tJm..ID 
preooos pnt:iwILSP 
Cbeilg~~grUm nroliferum 
. JJjd4UIF;h!.un. CI adon!'ora -; unknown lsp . 
. ff see Appendix 4 
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Chapter 6 
OD3EilVA:rIOl!S 
A number of observationG were made durin.::; the two-year 
perioo. 0:[ study around the sewage outfalls . 
6.1 Die-off 
bi!lp.lerson and Zedler (1978) mentioned a die-off period and 
this oc curred in the Bats Cave Rocks area toward the end of 
the winter (Au r;1.1S t) • The denSity of the seaVleedo alone the 
rocks thinned out and the plot clearings, which were stil l 
rich i n cover,. stood out on the rocks. (nate 5 . 3) 
6 . 2 Seasonali ty 
Very little seasonality Vias shol'm i n the study area 
durinG the study period. Two species found at IQdds Beach 
(35km control site ) did exhibi t a t endency to gr ow durin.:; the 
SWJmer (Caulerpa holmesiana and l 'or phyr a capensis ). The 
first VIaS not found at all in the study area w\"<~e-.. 5 the second 
occurred in a very minute form near the outfall but vias not 
found anywhere el se within the area. 
l'lots cleared in April and then in August recovered rli th 
similar and almost identical patter ns. Co llections carricd 
out over different dates all had a tendency to contain more 
or less the same species . The water temperature durinG the 
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study peri od when collections took place was vii thin a 6° C 
r ange . 
6.3 Corallines 
An area existed in the J12 to J19 area where the coral-
lines did not grow . "ilhi l e Li ttler and l.:Urray (975) and 
KindiG ru1u Littler (1980) reported tolerance of Corallina 
officillalis var. chilensis to sewage, this was not the caoe 
in the Bats Cave rocks area. An imaginary line extenuing 
from about 5m in from the edge of the rocks (the splash zone) 
(Fie . 6.1), across the area between the trIO outfalls and 
about 25 to 30m out on the J19 rocks from the main outfall 
ViaS alJaost void of coralline seaweeds . An area about l OCm 
away with almost identical geography, contained most of the 
coralline species listed in the study area. Only A.'llphiroa 
cf.rigida (also found in the J19 outfall area) ViaS founu 
growinG in a few small areas. 
were absent. 
6.4 TIl e lJGe of Infrared Film 
The encrusting corallines 
'fhe use of Infrared film in seaweed studies has been 
encouraged by the work of Littler and ),lurray (1')75, 77, 7C ) . 
,"fhile evaluating the photographs taJeen of the quadrats, it 
became apparent that normal color film was not able to 
distinc;uish betVleen all of the species found in the quadrats . 
The encrustinG species of corallines are difficult enough to 
FIG 6.1 
® 
x . IND IAN OCEAN 
@ @ 
POLLUTED SECTOR SHOWING REGIONS IolHERE CORALLINE ALGAE 
GROWTH IS ABSENT 
~\\ SHELF 
:!:,:±:, SAND 
I I -, I I I I 
'l-r~CCCC.cI!'· . 
SOm 
OULDERS 
CLIFF FACE 
ABSENT 
f-' 
o 
Vl 
lOG 
distin~llish Between durinc an intertidal survey, but infrared 
film reveal s two distinct shades repreoenting Lithothamniu.n\ 
.9..Q. and Lithophyllum sp. (See plates 6.1 and 6.2). 
6.5 Succession 
It beCaLle clear throw:;h microscopic eXDJJination of so.npleo 
from the ploto in thio particular area that diatoms provided 
an attaclment medium for the other species, which cnabled 
rapid recovcry of the plots . This is contrary to KitchinG 
(1937) who fOUl1d "li ttle evidence of one organism assistinG 
in the establi slunent of another". Errn,nerson and Zedler (1978 ), 
found diatoms to be the earl iest colonizers on dioturbed 
rocks but also fOUl1d little evidence of any specico requ irinG 
the presence of another for establishment (I'l atc 5.1). 
-::here the se diatoms dill not occur or \"lere redu ced in 
nwnbero, recovery took a loncer period of time. The control 
plots folloY/ed thio pattern . ~ :i tchinG ~1937) al1(] l}:l,ficrool1 
alld Zedler (1978) were not studying the effect of cerlGce 0'\ 
recolonic;ation and it is probably because the rapill col o!1i?t:1C 
specicc crUl utilize the excess diato;no in the ou tLell are o. 5'01' 
attachment that these areas shOl'l such r apid recovery ratc 8 . 
The )': cover for the ploto (See Fi C. 5. ') ) clearly sho;-m 
that in plots charo.cterized by the diatom preoence in the 
early otages (J191, JI911, JIO. J19SP, Jl')-2 , JIO-2) maxinrun 
cover OCCUlTed Vii thin 6 we eks. \'Ihere the diatoms did not 
eolollize the roel,s (J25 and J50), recovery occurred, hllt took 
a lonc;er period of time . Although a lonc er period of timc 
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vias needed in the control plots, as soon as a small amou.nt of 
cover occurred on the rock, rapid erowth followed und full 
cover was achieved soon after. 
One characteristic observed during the clearinG of the 
plots was that they were 1-2cm thick with a mat of older aleae 
and sand. This occurred at all plot locations. The polluted 
region waG able to regain the mat-like surface within 4- 3 
weeks. This was possible because of the rapid development 
of the diatoms and the ensuing Enteromorpha coverage which 
allowed sand to acc1.urrulate around their base. Hot only did 
this provide a better surface for attachment of other species, 
but it also provided a moist, sponge-like surface to y~J '~c e 
desiccation during low tide. 
The J50 plot experienced almost the same phenomenon but 
occurred over a much longer period of time. At 30 weeks 
the accumulated mat surface on the plot was stil l not level 
with the surroundine surface. However, once the mat had 
finally made its appearance, the recovery of the plot and 
species numbers found on the plot increased. 
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DISCUSSICII 
'iiatling (1983) concluded that the nature of the coastline 
and seabed along the East London coast makes the constructi on 
of a deepwater outfall i mpossible. A solution wO~l_lcl be to 
treat the 23 million litres discharged at the low wClter mark 
daily. Primary treatment would not suffice if the waste vJve 
still to be discharged into the surf) so secondary or tertiary 
treatment would be necessary to enable the r educed diversity 
of seaweed species to return to normal. 
lleferrinG to pollution, Seagrief (1971) wrote that, 
"(where) there were many kinds of plants on which many animalo 
could feed, there are now a few kinds of plants whose use as 
a source of food is restricted to the animals that eat it". 
'rhe reduction of the number of species of seaweed of 37;: 
in the outfall areas and 445~ up to 50m from the outfalls was 
fOWld in the collections. I,lost brown algae was absent in 
the outfall areas. Ecklonia birnncinata, a conooon species 
along the immediate coast, wao only found from 250m. 
U sine the photographimetrie method (Li tUer and l,;urray, 
1975, 1977), species density, diversity, evenness and 
similarity were determined from quadrats set out along line 
transects. Cover was found to be greater in the polluted 
sectors, but species diversity was reduced. Diversities of 
3.76 and 3.75 were recorded for the combined line transects 
at 100];1 and 250-1000m ~ respecti vely. 'rhe diversity for the 
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combined polluted sector was 3.42 includine; the line behind 
the outfall pipe. f lev<I'\ species of seaweed we re found to be 
COIllDon to all three sectors. Of these, Ulva sp. emerged 
with the highest average importance value (I. V.) (based on 
coverage and occurrence) of 77/200. '.'{hen the line behind 
the outfall is included in the polluted sector, the blue-green 
algae I.V. goes to 90/200 surpassing Ulva sp. 
Similarity between the polluted sector and the controls 
remained about 60 ;~ . 'fhis meant that there was a 40 )~, dif-
ference between the species in the control and polluted 
sectors. 
DurinG the successional study, denuded rock surfaces 
closest to the outfall exhibited rapid recovery, reaching 
100\~ cover wi thin 6 to 8 weeks. The species involved in the 
rapid recolonization were species with short life histories 
and these plots did not develop much further than this oppor-
tunistic species state (Murray and Littler, 1978 ). The 
control plots recovered at a slower rate but more species vlere 
able to colonize these plots. 
The opportlmistic species which were able rapidly to 
colonize the denuded rock surfaces were common species f01.U1d 
i n the polluted area during the collections. They also 
emerged Vii th high i mpo rtance values during the di versi ty 
study. They were characterized by the fact that they occur-
red throughout the study area,and their dominance of the pol-
l uted areas decreased as the distance from the outfall inc reo.-
sed. 
1'11e major effects the sewage has on the seaweed in the 
intertidal zone along the East Bank Sewage Outfall is 
(1) reducing the number of species, 
llO 
(2) eliminating certain species of seaweed from the 
outfall area, 
(3) nourishing opportunistic, short life species and 
(4) reducing species diversity especially within 30m 
of the outfalls. 
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'rhe 23 million Ii tres of raw sewage reIe:J.sed daily alone; 
the Bats Cave rocks from the East Dan.k sewage outfall in Eao t 
London, has been found to reduce the number of specieo of 
seaweed found alone; the intertidal zone up to 100m in either 
direction of each outfall pipe. fc 'rhis adds up a 450m section , 
of reduced species numbers and reduced species diversity in 
seaweed. 
The primary eff ect occurs within 30m of the outfall pipes 
where up to 875~ fewer species were found. The secondary 
effect occurred wi thin 50m where 44;~ fe wer species were found. 
Although species nWllbers returned to 'normal' from 100m 
there was still an absence of larger brown seaweed until 250m 
from the outfall. 
'rhe hiGh nutrient content present in r aw sewage seemed to 
encouraGe rapid recolonization of denuded surfaces near the 
outfall by opportunistic, 'pioneer' species of s\avleed which 
may not neceosarily be the food source of the organisms livinc 
off this lowes t trophic l evel. These species appeared in 
other surfaces during the early successional stages but soon 
Gave \'lay to other species. The other species did not appear 
in the polluted areas and the opportunistic species remained. 
'1'he recovery rate of the denuded surfaceo waG aloo creater 
in the polluted area and 100,; coverage was attained after 
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tl- to 6 weeks compared with 12 to 18 weeks in the controls. 
'fhe excess diatom layer found on the denuded surface after 
tv/o weelcs could provide attachment for seaweed species en-
couraging rapid co l onization. 
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LIST OF SEAWEED SPECIES AND THEIR REFERENCE NUMBERS USED IN THE STUDY 
REFERENCE NO. 
1 
128 
2 
131 
4 
119 
4 
5 
136 
142 
6 
148 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
141 
13 
18 
14 
15 
16 
17 
19 
22 
23 . 
21 
20 
132 
24 
25 
26 
27 
135 
28 
143 
29 
l34 
151 
140 
31 
32 
34 
144 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
121 
124 
41 
42 
J61 
43 
44 
SPEC I ES , 
ACROSORI~1 HACutATUH (iUETlIHOIPAPEHFUSS 
AEOOES UlVOIDEA ScIflIDI. 
;'fiPHI RI)I 'ruERPi'iIKII HARVEY 
~IPHIRDA CF, RIOIDA IJIl0URoUX 
~IPHIRI)I EPHEDMEA (IJIv\RCKI DECAIS!I! . 
~ITITWItnoiEllA VERlICllLATA (SUHRllYLt 
ARIHROCARDIA CARIII\IA (KUU1IHOIJOWlISEH 
ARIHP.OCAP.DIA SP, 
AUOOUIlIElLA SP 
9ACHElOIIA ~lTIlLARI.I1 (SRIIIW) BERlPFF 
9ARlallElLA CRElI\TA . KYlIN 
BIDOUlPHIA'SP 
BOSlRYCHIA NIXIA HOOKER Fll,EI HARVEY 
BOIRIOCLAOIA HADAG4SCARIElISIS B. FElO'fm 
BRYOPSIS CAE5P1TOSA - SUHR EX KUETlIII9 
BRIOPSIS Fl~lo\llA'n I . 9ARTIli 
BRYOPSI S SEIACEA HERIIIO 
BRIOPSIS SP 
CALlIIWl1nOI SP. 
tAlL1T1VltU1l1 SlUPOSI.I1 SUIIR 
CARPOPHllll.l1 StALARE SUHR 
tAUlAClWHUS USIUlAIUS (1U~IER) KEUlllIIO 
tAUlERPA FllIFORlt19 (SUHRIHERIHG 
tAULERPA HOlHESI~1\ HURRAY 
CAUlERPA RACEHOSA (FORSKAlIJ.ADAROH ~R. lEIHERI., 
CElIiROCERAS ClJYJULAlll1 (C.AIlARDH IN K~ITHIHOITAIlIE 
CERtlII~1 AREllo\RlU1 smols . 
CERI/11U1 CElIiROCERA1IF0~IE SIHIli! 
CERtlII~1 OBSOlETI.I1 C. AIlAROH 
CERl/tlUt OBSOlET~t t .AIlAROH ? 
Cllo\ET010RPllo\ ~E1'1II1\ (BORY) kUETlIIID 
Cllo\ElatORPllo\ CRASSA (C AMROHlkEUlllIIB 
t!lmOIORPII\ ROBUSIi\ (ARESCHOU9IPAPElIFUS9 
CIIIE I()tORPII\ SP 
CIVlIPIA C01PRESSA HARVEY 
CWlIPIA PARVutA (C AIlAROHlHARVE1 
CHE Il05PORI.I1 CUl TRAII.I1 (HARVEYlARESCIIOUO 
CHEILOSPORI.I1 PROllFER~t (IJI\oUROU)(IOE ll1li. 
CHIJIOROCOCCUS 1I0~lEImm (lYllOBY!lSCflUTl 
CIIOIOROCOCCUS TRIPIHI\TUS (HERItiO) DElF ET HICH~lL 
CHROOCOCCUS HIllUlUS . 
CLADOPHORA (~I~IOAIISP. 
CLAOOPHORA CF. CAPElISIS (t AIlAROH)DE 11li1 
CLADOPHORA RUGUlOSA HARIOII 
COO I ~1 DUIII I EAE III ~ 
COOllll EX1RItAlllt Sll~ 
toollli LUCASII SElCHELl SUB.SP CAPEH9E SIL~ 
COOlllt PLATllOBl1.I1 ARESCHOU9 . 
COOIUN SIEPHENSIAE OICklHSUH 
COlPomUA SINUOSA (ROIHIOERBES £1 SOllER tOR~lllJ" OFFIWl\lIS lll,lo\EUS 
CORALllJlo\ SP 
CYIVIOPHYTA (BLUE-GREEN AlMEJ 
DAStPHlllA CRIPIOCAR~ (HOLHES)SCHHITI 
DERBESIA SP 
DICIYOPl£RIS L(JiGIFOllA PAPElIFUSS 
DICfYOIA llTURAIA J AGARDH 
DIChoiA Ilo\EVOSA ISUHR) J. AIlAROH 
DICTYOTA SP 
REFERENCE NO. ' 
45 
46 
47 
48 
133 
52 
53 
54 
'152 
49 
50 
145 
si 
55 
56 
60 
61 
160 
57 
58 
59 
163 
62 
63 
.122 
127 
65 
66 
67 
68 
146 
115 
129 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
150 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
137 
83 
84 
139 
126 
153 
138 
154 
155 
157 
156 
SPECIES 
ECKLIJHA 81RtlICllfliA (BOROPAPEIIFUS9 ' 
ECIOCARPUS CDIFERVOIDE9 (ROlH) lE Jotla 
ECIOCARPUS SP 
!1IIl1\MCHIE BIIIGIWilAE J .AIlARD" . 
VOER(lIORPI" cr. PRoLirERA (Of ~UEllERIj AIlARD~ 
!iIlERctibRP~ tctlPRESSA Illlt~tUSiOREVilli 
1l00R!lIORFI" 1I11£91I1f1LII IllltflEUS)lllU< 
IlIlERDlORPI" SP. 
aI10PH1SAlI$ SP 
EPlllElIIA CAPEIISI! (J AIlAROH)PAPBIFUS9 
EPnmllA OBIUSA (GRE'I.!~U1l 
ERf1I1ROIRICIIIA UElUI1~CIIII (RUPRECII1! BAntRS . 
ERllHRrtlEllIA OB!lJAlASClll11l \tII\\UA 
IlAlAXAURA DIUIIIOIt1" lt1V1ROIIII, 
m 101111 ImlslI (lAlOUROUX) 
OElIDltll ARElI\Rltll ~1I!l 
ml~1l1l CAHPI10S\!1 mill 
GElIOltll HICROP1ERUI KUEllIIIO 
GRIDIUI PRUIOIOES (lUBIERIKUEllIHa 
GElIOlllI mum (SUIIRI rtllH 
DELlOI"1 VEP.SICOLOR U 9 91ElIIOlAIOUROUX '. ' . 
OIOARI\tVl IIISIDm IEII0llCIIER El bIUIIIO)SCItII1l IN BARIDI 
BIOARI\t1\ HIIIIII\ rtllH 
OlrARTlt1\ PAXII4'lA PAPEIIFUSS 
GIOARrtl'A plSTIlLA1A IS 8 9IELltHnA~KHOU9E 
GRACllARIA BECKER\ IJ AOAROII)PAP!1IFUS9 
SRAtlLARIA tflrBlSU ' Stltlll! EX I\\!!A 
BMtIlARIA DElnltUlA1A Stlllll! EX »1!!A 
OI!ACILARIA IJERRUCOSA IHUDSDOPAPElII'USS 
DRIHIIH91A t(JlfERVOIOES SUlIR 
DRIHI1HSIA SECtllDA II1RVEl EX J. AllARD" 
BMIOGDIGRU9 9l!IIERA1US J AIlARDH 
BrttlOOlJlGRUS POllCIADUS (KUElZIIIO)J AIlAROII 
DrtllOlillftlllfl {UIYlIS mHOUSBOE EX C AIlARDH)j AI'IIRDH 
1\\1IHEDA CLlIEAIA MWIIO IN KRAUSS 
HERPOSIPHIJIIA SP 
HETEROSIPHIJUA SP 
HllDElI8R~IDlIA SP 
IIfRlEA ROSEA PAPBlfUSS 
' lIlnlEA 9PICIFERA ISUHRlIlARV£1 
hElllil\RIA 9lElLA1A (BOERGES!111 
JNIIA CMiSA lAl0UROll'( 
JNIIA SP 
lAURBlClA FlEXUOSA ~UE1!1110 
LAURElICIA Ol~IERnIA ~UE1Z 1119 
lAURElICIA 111lALEllm rtlUl 
LAURElICIA SP 
l£A1I1ESIA ntfFOm11S 11I1'"EUS)ARESCHOUB 
ll!:tlOPHORA SP 
1I1110PHlllUI SP 
1I111011V111hit- SP 
llll~lA SP 
HICROCLAOIA GElIOII SIHIJ19 
IIItROCOELUS SP 
III1lSCIIIA Sf . 
1I0Sl0C01DA 1I111totA 
1I0Sl0COlDA llHOSA 
OSCllLA10RIA IlIOB" 
OSCllLATDRIA BIJIIEl'AISlJltI 
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125 
86 
123 
ll8 
130 
87 
88 
89 
120 
162 . 
90 
91 
ll4 
92 
93 
85 
94 
96 
95 
97 
98 
ll7 
99 
100 
102 
103 
, ll6 
104 
149 
105 
106 
158 
107 
108 
165 
147 
109 
llO 
113 
III 
112 
SPECIES 115 
PACHICI\<\£lA BRACHIARTHRA IkUETllll91lREVT Sl'tl 
PEYSSIWELIA tAPEIlST9 TUlIlA!JIE 
PllICElOCARPUS Oll /lI\CNnHUS kum 1110 
PI\<\CElOCARPUS TOR1UOSU9 EIlDlltHER El DTESTIl9 
PlIlOTOtA'JlOI SQOOIUlOSlI1 ISUHR)SEym 
PlACOPHORA !lHOER! (J AIlAROH) 
Pl41ISIP~(lIIA HIHIAIA It AGAROH)80ER9Esm 
PU(lIOSPORlltI I\<\I!JEYI'41lt1 (J AGAROH)OE TIllI 
PlWIOSPORllIl SP 
PlOCNlIlI1 BECKERI SIt1!J19 . 
PlOCNlIlll tORAllORHIlA (1UPJIER) I\<\R\'EY 
PlOCNlIltI tOl!IUTltI (lUPJIER)I\<\I!JEY 
PlOCNlIlJl SP. . 
PlOCNlIltI SUHRII kUEll 1110 
POlYOPES Ct:tlS1RICTUS (JUPJIER)J AGARDH 
POlYPOROllTHIll PATEllA (HOOKER F El HAI!JEY)L R HAslll 
POlYSIPHlJlIA IIlCtlIPTA HAI!JEY 
, POLYSIPH(lIIA SP 
POlYSIPHt:tlIA URMlA I\<\RVE'f 
POlYl!JIIA EU!lI'#IS ' 'SUHR 
PORPH'tRA tAPEHSIS kUETlllIB 
PRI(lIIT19 IIOOIHRA IHERTIlG)llARl(J( 
PHROSIPH!lIlA CLOIOPHILlA It AGARDH)FAlkEHBERO 
RAlFSIA EXPrtlSA (J AGAROH)J AGAROH . 
RHIlOClOlIL11 SP 
RIIOOOCHORTt:tl Sf 
RHOO!JIELOP9IS AFRICNlA POCOCK 
RII00111E1I1A tiATAlENSIS K'llIH 
RHOO\HElIlA SP 
SARGASSIII HElEROPHflLltI (lUPJIER) t AGARD" 
SARGASSlIl lIJIGIFOllltl IlUI!IER) C MAROH 
SPIl4EnOmus t~TrtiS 
SPlACltIlDlltI RUGOSltI (lIttlAEUS)6REVILLE 
SPYRIOIA rUPRESSltlA (1\<\I!JEnKUEtZIH9 
lAYLOAI~llA ~p. 
UltJA IHSI!JIIS (ARESCHOUG) PAPElIFUSt 
UltJA RIBIDA t AGARDH ' 
ULtJA sp 
lIJl!\RIA SP 
l!JIARIA SUMRTICUlATA (lI'tIOUROI/X)PAPElIFUS9 
l!llARIA TO\JBIEFORTII (IJflOUROlJ)OHIMA!J1E 
, 
llG 
Appendix 2 
l 'he Development of the Conputer l'roGrar:une uocd for Dato. 
lianipulation in t hio study 
'rlle data collected WI.W entered into an Apple II computer 
and. saved on dink by a progranulle desi~ned for thi::; pllrpooe . 
.Faced. Vii th the 10llG names of the scaweeds and the possi-
bility of error when entering the names each tiJ!l0, 0. procro.!!Ilile 
was desiGlled that provided a one-time entry of the seo.'.'Ieell 
nWil8 and author which could be ch8.ll1[;ed if needed . UpOll entry , 
the seaweed vias o;i ven D. nwnber by which it was then referrcd 
to for the rest of the study . 'rhe nUlnber also referenccd 
the data file locations I"Ihich a llovled quicl~er ho..nd.linC, r:tntl 
a lno took up less space in the memory of the CO~1JpHter . 
Bach collection was labelled with an area according to a 
{;rirl map and the date of collection . This infornation, o.lon[; 
rli th the vmter tE~mpeI'ature for the day and the seaweeds eol18c-
ted; vms entered into the progranune and stored in two fileD 
('ri tIes anu roa) 011 a disk. 'l'he Titles file he l d. the o.rea , 
date , water temperature, and the sto.rting and endinc file 
llUloibers f'or the l 'oa file containing the relevant oeavlCcd 
-
l1wu.beru . The narile of the seavlecd was only u:Jcd."when a pri!l.t -
out \'iaO rcquired. In the case of an entry being incorrect 
iJeCL\Uf;e of Ilristaken i dentity or entry, a repair proc;rwru:re for 
each fi le was used . 
:;i th all of the data in t he files, rlethocio of or~;Cl.nizinr; 
thc info1'J:ration qt 1i ckly and efficiently were devcloped. 
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'fl'lo sets of files usinG a common ncunes file \';ere uacd. 
Data for plot clearinGs were kept in one sct and the :Eaat 
London collections were kept on another. 
I n order to retrieve and use the data, a separate pro-
gramme loaded all data fi le s into memory where it ViaS then 
possible to orGanize the information very quickly . The 
follovlinC informatiun could be retrieved u sinr; thc menu (Gee 
FiG . A. 2) ; 
1. semleed (x) found in areas ie. 1 , 3 , 6 , 3 etc . 
2 . area (x) 11[>.s seaneeds ie. 13, 15, 17, 44 etc . 
3 . all seawe eds found in study area. 
4. I i s t of each area "'JILt to tal speci es founel (lla'"1o s or 
total ie. 6 species). 
'fhe mo.thematics involved in determininG the i l:lportance 
values, di versi ty, evelUless and silililari ty' Here done with 
special proGrammes \7hicl1 calculated the different l'elation-
ships and thell sent final values to the printer for hard-copy 
output . 
All progruTIUnea vlere designed such tho.t they could be Hacd 
indcpendently of each other 01' combincd into one ID.rc;e menu 
controllcd proerw:u,lC providill~ all functions \';hen requ i rcd . 
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TABLE A.2 
filENU OF COMPUTER PROGIWiThIES USED FOR DATA MAHIPULATIOll 
I'IEIIU FOR SEAkiEED FILE PROGRAI'IHE 
====================================================== 
SELECT REOUI RED PROGRAI11'IE 
***** 
1. RETR I El)E SEAI,·JEED t-,IAt1ES 
2. ADD/ CHANGE SEAWEED NAHES 
3. ! HF'UT AREA DATA 
4, RET R I El) E AREA DATA 
5. F:ETR I El)E AF:EA/ [:oATE/ TOTAL SPEC! ES 
6. COI 'WARE AREA DATA 
7 . EI --ID F'RC1I3F:AI'II'IE 
***** 
EtHER A 1-,IUI-18ER AND PRESS RETURt~ 
======================================7=============== 
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APPENDIX 3 
HERBARIUM SHEETS MADE DURING THE STUDY FROM 1982 to 1984 
Species t~o . Location 
Date 
Collected 
SAPlCN I ELLA eRHIAlA 9 KB 31/3/83 
CH(NOROCOCCUS HORNEI1AIfH 1 15 BC 38/3/84 
RHODil1EIHA SP 11 BC 38/3/B3 
OICIYOlA NAEIJOSA 14 KB 31/3/83 
. 8ART[NIELLA CR8JATA 15 KB 31/3/83 
CARPOPlfiLlIll SCALARE 16 OBO 23/ 4/83 
POliOPES W1STRICIIJS 17 BC 23/ 4/83 
WITRDCERAS CLA\JULATIJ1 19 BC 23/4/83 
GALMAVRA DI ES1NGIAHA 29 KB 2/1/83 
EtIOARAChNE 8WGfWlIAE 21 BC 28/5/83 
UL'JA SP 22 BC 29/5/83 
LAURElICIA FLExUOSA 23 OBO 3U5/ B3 
LAU~EtKIA FLE~IJDSq 24 OBD 36/5/B3 
H (FtIEA ROS EA PAPENFUSS 25 KB 39/5/8 3 
PTERDSI PHIJHA CLOl OPHYLLA 26 KB 31/3/ 83 
ART~~O(AR['IA SP. 27 KB 3/3/83 
C~AETo!~1)RPPA CRASS~ 28 KB 31/3/B3 
eARTCmELLA CREtlATA 29 KB 31/3/83 
PLOCGllIlJ,1 CO RALLORHI ZA 30 OBO 39/5/83 
EtHER!]10RPHA IiITESTItIALJ S 32 J17 1/7/83 
LAIJRElICIA IIAlALENSIS 33 J17 1171B3 
RHOOll1ELOPSIS AFRICANA 36 Jll 117/83 
CAIJLERPA Fill FOPf1lS 37 J17 117183 
CAtJLEPPA f1L1FORlilS 39 J17 117/93 
CEP-A'II l'1 OeSCLETl~i 48 OBO 11/9/93 
C!>LLlTH~flWl 51UPOStl1 41 KB 11/9/93 
W'14RIA SP 42 KB 1119/83 
SPiRIOIA CUPRESSItIA 44 080 1119 /83 
~APT!lIIIELL~ CREIl41A 45 OBO 11 /9/ 83 
'JELlOIll1 VERSICOLOR 47 OBO 11/9/ 83 
CH(lmROCOCCUS lRIPI!~lATUS 48 080 11/9/83 
CLAOOPP01A RliGULOSA 49 OBO 1119/83 
OICTiOlA NAE'.)OSA 50 KB 9/18/83 
C~Al1PIA W1PPE5SA 51 KB 9/18 /83 
ECKLl1HA BIRIMCINAlA 52 KB 9/18 /83 
AEO~: ES UL'iD IDEA 55 KB 18/16/B3 
GIG'IRTitIA PISTILLATA 56 123 29/9/ 83 
GRACILARIA OEN11ClILATA 57 6BO 29/18/83 
HIPNEA ROSE!> 58 080 29/ 18/83 
POL iWHA ELEC4JS 61 OBO 6/11183 
PHACELOCARPLIS OLlC4C#iTHUS 62 OBO 5/11 / 83 
P4AC ELOCAR~~S OLI GA(A!HHU5 63 080 5/11 /B3 
PHACELOCARPIJS OllG<\UtnHUS 64 080 5/11 / 83 
GE LlDI L!1 'J~RSICOLOR 65 KBO ASSORTED 3/1184 
CALLlT~:llfHIJN STIJPOSIJ1 75 K25 2719/84 
Gil1!OTPAlIHCll ELEGANS 75 m 27/9/84 
AllPHIRQA CF. RIGIDA 76 K25 27/9/ 84 
PLATYSIFH[1HA MIHIATA 77 JI911 8/9/B4 
POL'tSIPHC!JIA IIJC0I1PTA 78 J1911 8/9/84 
GELI 0 IL!H ARHIAR 11.11 91 J23 13/16184 
LAUREI1CI~ SLO!IERATA 92 J25 13/ 18/8 4 
POUSI PHCtHA ItlCOIIPTA 93 JI9SP 13/10/84 
POLYS IPH!.lIlA ItlCOI1PTA 94 meL 13/18/84 
OICTYOPlERIS lI)lGIFOlIA 95 J59 24/ 18 /84 
OICTYOPTERIS L111GIFOLIA 96 J59 24/18 /84 
1 20 
Species No. Location 
Date 
corlected 
l D!~RIA 5U2ARTlClJLATA 9i J58 Wfel 84 
WiARIA SIJ8ARTlCLILATA 98 JS8 24/ 19194 
RHC01!1HIlA SP 99 JI5 24/18/ 84 
RHDD1IiE'IIA SP 188 JI5 24/ 18/ 84 
COPALLlIlA SP 191 JIS 24/Je/84 
GRIFFl1~S IA SECIJlIDA 192 J25CL 114/84 
GRACILARIA 'J ERRlICO SA 183 8C 28/ 5/ 83 
GIGARTlttA PAXILLATA 194 8e SLlITE 28/18/ 84 
GIC-ARTltiA PIST!LLATA 185 8C SLUTE 28/1 Bl84 
GRACl LAR1A DE'rrlCl!LAIA 186 J7 19111/84 
mlAR IA TOllRIlEFORTl1 187 K38 28/ 5/ 83 
UL'JA lI~S!G!HS 18S H22 38/3/83 
PEiSSIlRIELIA CAPEIISI S 189 J3B-39 15/ 4/84 
Gl GAR Tl fl4 PA;( ILLATA 118 BC SLlITE 15/ 4/84 
ARiHROC.iRDIA SP. 111 8e 15/4/ 84 
GICl1RTlilA PAx.ILLATA 112 J3S-48 4/ 12/82 
GELI DIll1 AI!PI ISII 113 8C 4/ 12182 
CERtil1JLnI OBSOLETLnI 114 BC 4/ 12182 
SARGA SS\,11 Lmm I FOLl!.'1 115 K8 18/1 l/S4 
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M 'l BUillX ~ -
1:0'1'£;3 011 CElt'fAlH Sl'E<)US lJJEllTH'lCArlOl·13 :;.';W;; 1'lm STUCJY A,mA 
Oll a ferl occasions the identification of a particular 
spccies vias not able to be confirmed and there are a fevl 
species nh ich v/ere identified by sources which lllay have- con-
bined or broken up similar species. 
'><.~ .. ,-"t4 '-<. 
Althou"h listed in fhe checkli st , there exists a possi -
U A 
bility t hat the species listed under .E!'Ylllenia (E . capensis 
awi-.l>-~{)b-tm .. a-) may be l ong to the Genus ~thodymenia. 
A species which occurred in a number of plot clearinr.:s 
has not yet been identifi ed. Although earlier listed as 
Gymnogongrus Gl omeratus , this species may possib l y belon0 to 
the genus Lom~ntari_a (,'lynne , personal communicat i on, 1 ':'113.1-) . 
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APPENDIX 5 
PERMANENT MICROSCOPE SLIDES MADE DURING THE STUDY FROM 1982-1984 
Species No_ Location Date Collected 
IT, ttWT~flI?.HON m e-ANS 1 BC 21/4 / 93 
PLE[UOSPOR 1 ttl f\<\R'JEYANlJ1 2 BC 21/4/83 
~AL!ljEDA CUNEATA 3 BC 21i4/ 83 
PLEONOSPORI Ull f\<\~JEiNml 4 BC 21/4/B3 
GRIFFITHSIA CONFERVOIDES 5 BC 21/4/83 
FLO~jIlM SUHRII 6 BC 21/4/83 
GEL! D lllj CAESPlTOSlJ1 7 BC 21/4/83 
PLW~OSPOR Il'1 HARVE),A1HJI1 B BC 21/4/B3 
PL~TYSIPHONIA MINIATA 9 BC 21i4/ B3 
PLATYSI PHONIA tlltHATA 18 BC 21/4/ 83 
POLYSI PHCIHA INCGlIPTA 11 KB 35-49 29/ 11/32 
CHAETOt1ORPHA SP 12 KB35-48 29/11/ 82 
CERAtjll~l 08S0LETlli 13 KB 29/11/82 
ACROSOR! ttl HACULATlI~ 14 KB 29/11/82 
HyptlEA ROSEA 15 KB-13 29/ 11 /82 
fTEROSIPHONIA CLOIOPHYLLA 16 KB 29/11182 
CA ULACANTHUS USTULATUS 17 KB 29/ll/B2 ( HA'IPIA COilPRESS<1 IB KB 29/11/82 
PARmI! ELLA CRENATA 19 KB 2?!ll /82 
PLOCA'HlI'I SUHRII 21 KB 29/11/82 
HETEROSIPHCNlA SP 22 KB 2iIlB3 
ENTERll'10RPHA ItITESTINAL!S 23 BC 117183 
C~AETC110RPHA SP 24 BC 117/83 
LAUR BlClA NATALENSI S 25 BC 117/83 
AIJDOIJINELLA SP 26 Be 117i83 
BOSTRiCH IA HIXTA 27 Jll !i7iB3 
AUDOUINELLA SP 27 JII II7!B3 
GELIDlttI CAESP!TOS~1 28 JII 117183 
RHOD0I1ELOPSIS AFR!CflllA 29 Jil 117183 
GEL! D 1111 PR I STOI DES 38 Be 1/7/83 
RHODGHELOPSIS AFRICANA 61 Jll 117183 
ALI(lOLIWELLA SP 68 J11 1/7/83 
CLAOOPHORA CF. CAPENS! S 31 Jtl 117m 
BRY DPS I S SET ACEA 33 J17 1/7/B3 
G I C;'\RTlI-IA SP 35 JI7 117/83 
. CAL!LERPA FlUFOR1llS 36 ,117 117m 
SFHA EROT ILUS !~TAHS 36 JI7 1/7/ 83 
ERiTHROTR 1CHIA WELWJTSCHII 36 JI7 117/83 
CAIJLACAtHHllS IJSTULATUS 37 J17 1/7/B3 
POLIS! PH!lIlA INGcrIPTA 38 J17 117m 
POLYS!PHlHlA mC[itIPTA 39 J17 II7iB, 
POLYS! PHONIA lHC0I1PTA 48 J17 117183 
CERA/Hili AREtIAR 11.11 48 JI7 1/7/ 83 
GELlDl!J!1 CAESPJTOSL'1 41 ,117 1/7183 
CElHROCERAS CLAJULATI.I1 42 JI7 11m3 
LAURENC1A NATALENS1S 43 J17 1/7183 
CLADOPHORA CF. CAPB~S!S 47 J17 1i7/ B3 
CLADOPHORA CF _ CAPBlSI S 48 J17 1/7/83 
CLADOPHORA CF _ CAPB~SIS 52 JI7 117/83 
GE~IDIUM CAESPITOS~' 53 JI7 117183 
G 'MlOGONGR~S GlIX1ERATUS 55 J17 117/83 
CALL lTHAIMI III STUPOSlJ1 56 KB 2/1/83 
GELlDI~H PRISTO!DES 63 Jll 117/83 
HETEROSIPHONIA SP 64 Jll I/7/B3 
GEl! 0 ll!1 CAE,o lTOSl.tI 65 Jll 11m3 
GELlDILI1 CAESPlTDSI!.I 66 J48 2B /Sle3 
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Species No. Location Date Collected 
BOS1RYCHIA HIX1A 67 J49 2b/5/93 
GlI1~QW,'nH ON ELEGANS 67 J~9 2R/5/ B3 
i'tH I1HAl1H CiIELLA VERT! CI LLAlR 68 J49 2B/ 5':83 
P:"CIIOSPORII.lI SP 79 J~9 28/5/83 
80STRYCHIA HIXTA 72 J~9 2BiS/ 83 
HElEROSIPHCiUA SP 73 BC 23 / ~Je3 
AC~OSOR I LI1 I'ACULA1Lti 74 AQUR,ROCKS 1219/83 
POL illJIlA ELEGAI~S 75 AQUR ROCKS 1218183 
WfTROCER.~S CLAVULA1!.l1 76 BC 28/5/83 
CALL I1HA!~H OIl STUPOSUH 77 K~9 1 0i8/83 
PLAnSI PHfliHA 11INIA1A 78 J19 27/ 8/ 83 
PORPHIRA CAP81S1 S 89 JI9 27/8/B3 
NI1ZSCHIA SP 81 K2S 2i/ B/B3 
CAULACAIlTHUS USTULATUS 82 K2S 27/8 /83 
BOS1R'ICHIA HIXTA 8~ L23I24 27/8/83 
CElITROCERAS CLI'IJULATllI 85 L23/24 27/ B/ B3 
ElHERI.110RPHA IImS1!IIALlS 86 J15 27/8/83 
CER?'I111.11 CEIHROCERAT I FOPJ1E 87 J25 27/B/83 
(llIlLACANTHIJS IJSTULATUS 88 J25 27/8/83 
CHI.11OROCOCCUS TRI PlIf¥1TUS 88 J2S 27/8/83 
PLQCAl1I1I1 SUHRI I 89 08 DRIFT 11/9/83 
PHACELOCARPUS OLIC4\CANlHUS 98 OB DRIFT 11/9183 
8R(QPSIS CAESPlTOSA 91 K~9 28/9/ 83 
CERAlm~1 AREIlARIlI1 92 1,IK28/23 23/ ~/83 
AUOOUlIlELLA SP 93 IJK28123 13/ 4/81 
PLATYSIPHONIA HINIATA 84 IJK 28123 23 / 4/83 
ENDARACH1E BlUGf'A'IIAE 95 Be 5/11/B3 
CAULERPA HQUIESlf'llA 96 OB DRIFT 6/ 11/83 
PAC~iCf'AETA 9RAClfiAR1HRA 97 08 DRIFT 6/11/83 
GilflOGOliGRUS PomLAOUS 98 OB DRIFT 6/ 11183 
ULlJA SP 99 J5018 1/.\/94 
AR1HROCARDIA sp, 188 J5BII~ 14/7/84 
CLAOOPHORA CF, CAP81S I S I~A J58114 14l7/ B4 
CE RAlIILI1 ARENARIlII 195 JI9 1/4/ 84 
CYf¥10PHi1A (8LUE-GREBI ALME) 196 KIBI2 W4/ B4 
CYANOPIfiIA (BLUE-GREB, ALC,,<\El 186 KIB 14i~!94 
IlIT1SCHIA SP 187 JI9 19/ 5/ 84 
CLAOOPHORA CF, CAPEI1SIS 188 J19 li4/ 84 
CERAMllti AREIlARll.I1 18B J19 11~/84 
EIHEPOtl0R PHA IImSlII~L1 S 189 JI9 1/4/B4 
POLYS! PHI:tHA nlC0I1PTA 118 JI8 1/4/94 
POLYS I PHIJlIA IIlCIJ1PTA I II ' JIB 1 / ~/ 84 
HERPOSIPHl'IlIA SP 112 m 1 /4/8~ 
Gll'HQTHPlllIl'Il ELEGAIIS 113 KI8 28 / 4 / 9~ 
LI 010PHOPA SP 114 JI9 19/ 5/8~ 
CERAlIlLI1 ARENARlill 114 J19 19/5iB~ 
BnERI.110RPHA IlnESTIIIALl S 11 ~ JI9 !9/ 5/ 94 
CLADOPHORA CF, CAPEIISI S 114 JI9 19/ 5/ 84 
BRYOPSI, CAESPI10SA I I~ J19 19/ 5/84 
CLADOPHORA CF, CAPENSIS 115 J58 2B/~/B4 
UL'JA SP 115 J5B 28/~i8~ 
G:L1 0 11'1 \JERS I COLOR lIS J5B 18i4/9~ 
PQUSIPHCmA INCl11P1A 116 J25 19/ 4/84 
InT1SCHIA SP 116 J25 2B/4 / 94 
ENTERlHORPHA IlnEST 1I¥1L1 S 117 JI9 2B/ 4/9~ 
NI1ZSCHIA SP 117 JIB 28/4/ 84 
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Species No. Location Date Collected 
POL YSI PHtlHA WC(lo\PTA 118 J5B 2/ 4/ 84 
C\14'lPIA PAR'JULA 119 J19 1414184 
EHTERc(10RPHA IInEST II~LI S 128 J1B 28/ 4/ 84 
GELlOJIJl REPTlt'lS 121 JIB 28/ 4/ 84 
aHER!JI10RPHA JNTEST lNALl S 122 JI9 14/4/ 84 
Ll CHOPHORA SP 122 JI9 \4.'4184 
CLADOPHORA CF. [APENSIS 123 JI9 14/ 4/ 84 
L W10PHORA SP 123 JI9 14/ 4/84 
ElHE~c(10RPHA llHESTltIALl S 124 JI9 28/ 4/ 84 
r, YlfW~[Nr,RlIS GLc(1ERATUS 124 JI9 28/ 4/ 84 
ENTCPHiSALI S SP 125 KI8 28/ 4/ 84 
GY: 'lOGI)~GRUS GLIJ1ERATUS 126 JI9 14/ 4/ B4 
8HERc(IORPHA llHESTlNALIS 126 JI9 14 / 4/ 84 
CHROOCOCCLIS 11INUTUS 126 JI9 \4.'4/ 84 
SPHAEROTI LliS IIATAllS 126 J19 \414/ 94 
CLADOPHOPA CF. CAPEI1SIS 127 JI9 \4.'4/ 84 
CAVLACANTHUS USTULATUS 128 JI8 114/ 84 
61!!{OeON6RUS GLIl1ERATUS 129 ,'5B 2/4/ 84 
W l'OPHOPA SP 138 JIB 15/4/ 84 
Ll CIIorHORA SP 131 JI6 14/ 4/ B4 
CLADOPHORA CF. CAPEIlSIS 131 JIB \414 /84 
CERAl lIlti AREHARJIJI 132 JI9 280le4 
PLAnSJ PHONJA t1JNJATA 133 JI9 28/7/B4 
(EP'q!~lIJl A~EHARJIM 134 JJ9 19/ 5/B4 
CERAllII.!1 CElHROCERATlFORHE 134 JI9 19/ 5/ 94 
POL is! PHCIlIA JIlCIJ1PIA 135 JI9 2/6/84 
POLiSIFHCUIA ltKtllPTA 136,8J19 28/ 7/ 94 
HERPOSJ PHllliA SP 139 m 2B/7iB~ 
81[!APACHIE 811lGf1AIIIAE 149 J25 28/7/ 84 
WllOPHYTA (BLIJE-GREEIl ALGAE) 141 KI8 2B/ 7/ B4 
CHI'I IP JA PAR'JULA 142 J25 29/7/ 84 
H1FlIE4 SPJCIFERA 143 J25 28/7/ 84 
HETEROSJPHtlHA SP 144 J5B 2817/ 84 
CLADor~ORA CF. CAPEI~SIS 145 J5B 11/8/ 84 
CAlJLAC<\,ITHUS lISTIJLAlliS 146 J25 28/7/ 84 
CLMOPHORA (lJIKtliMmp. 147 J5B 11 / 9/84 
PTEROSIPH!JHA CLOIOPHiLLA 149 J25 11 / 8/ 84 
BR10PSJ S C4ESPlTOSA 158 JI9 11 /8/ 84 
BRiorSIS CAESPIlQSA 151 JI9 28/7/84 
CLADOPHORA CF. (APENSIS 152 ,'19 2817/ 84 
PQLlS!PHctIiA ItlClJ1PTA . 153 J19 28/ 7/B4 
CHAETI)I1ORP~ <\'mJ~lIt~ 154 ,119 28/]/ B4 
PORrH1RA CAPENSIS 155 K8 19/ 8/ B4 
8HElI1J10RPHA ItHESTINALlS 156 J\9. 2618/84 
LI a1OPHORA SP 156 JI9 26/8/ 84 
IlITZSCHIA SP 156 J19 26/8 / ~4 
POUSIPHct'IiA lIlC0I1PTA 157 JIB 25/ 8/ 84 
HERPOSJ PHllnA SP 158 JIB 26 /8/ 84 
Ci l'lWPHl1A (BLLIE-GREEIl ALC-i\E) 159 J18 26/ 8/84 
CHAETf!.10RPHA ANTEI~m\'\ 168 J25 26/ 8/ 84 
ru1fHJRCA CF. RIGJOA 161 JI9 114/84 
CHAETlJIlORPI'Ii I'I-ITEilNIHA 162 J25 26/ 8/ 84 
POLiS lfHlYliA ItlW1PTA 163 JI9 1/4/ 84 
eOSTR"iCHJA tllXlA 164 JI9 114/ 84 
FORPH rPA CAFEI1SIS 165 JI9 1/ 4/84 
HERFOSlPHIltIiA SP 166 JI9 1/ 4/ 84 
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FCLYSlPHCNlA lNC!l1PTA l67 JI9 II 4) S4 
ARTHRQCARDIA SP. 168 JI9 1I~ / 8~ 
SRJ'OP5 15 CAE5P1TOSA 169 JI9 1/ 4/ 84 
PLATYSl PHClllA 11lNlATA 178 JI9 1/4 /84 
CERAl1lt!1 ARENARIIJ1 171 J25 1/4/ 84 
CH{,ET0I10RPHA AlnElW11A 172 ,119 8/9/94 
8HERIJIQRPHA IlHESTli'l'\Ll 5 173 JI9 8/ 9/84 
Ll ClIOPHO~.A SP 17~ JI9SP 819/ 94 
ElHERCHORPHA IlHESTltI!\Ll 5 174 JI95P 8/ 9/ 9~ 
CERAI1I1.!1 AR8~R!\.I1 174 ,1I95P 8/9/84 
E"TE~0I10RPHA INTEST II~LIS 175 JI9 8i9/8~ 
CERH!m~1 AREt-IAR!\.I1 176 K25 27/9/8~ 
CERA!11l.11 AREIlARll.Ii 178 K25 27/ 9/ 84 
G iliWTHIi~HOH ELEGAN5 178 K25 27.', /84 
CERA!m~ 1 ARE~IARIl!1 177 K25 27/9/84 
. G d~:OTHA!W ON ELEGAIiS 177 K25 2719/8~ 
PLEO:IOSPORIlII SP 179 K816 W9 / 84 
POU51PHIlilA WCCl1PTA 188 KBI6 W9/ 84 
HERPC51PHIJHA SP 181 J25 81v/ 84 
ARTHROCARDIA SP. 182 J25 Bn/8~ 
AIlPHIROA CF. R!GIOA 182 J25 8/9/8~ 
CAULAClmHl.IS USTULATUS 183 J25 8/ 9/ B4 
PLAT'iSIPHlJi IA 11INlATA 185 mIl 9/9/ 84 
POLlSIPHOUlA INCOI1PTA 185 JI9Il 8/1/ 84 
CjI'HOPHiTA (8LUE-GREElI ALGAE) 186 KI8 1[/8184 
RALFSIA EXPANSA 187 JI911 11 /8/84 
CHAIIPIA PARVULA 188 J25 I I IB/.g 4 
L1THOPHi LLIJ!I SP 189 ,125 11 / 8/84 
LITHOTHPlflll!1 5P. 189 J25 11I8/B~ 
CAULACFWHUS USTULATUS 198 m 1 ! / 8/ 3~ 
fOPPHiRA CAP81SIS 191 JI8 19/ 5/8~ 
ElITERIl10RPHA llnEST lllALI S 192 JIH9 29/ 4-2/6 
CL4DOPHORA CF. CAPEliSI S 193 JI8 19/ 5/ 84 
LI CI10PHORA SP 193 m 1 9/ 5/8~ 
HERPOSIPHOIIIA SP 194 JI6 3!! 6/ 84 
CAIJLAC~n~US USTULATUS 196 J 18 l4li/84 
HERfOSIPHONIA SP 197 JI8 16i 6/S~ 
HERPOSIPHOIIIA SP 198 JI8 21 1 5/ 8~ 
CAULACANTHUS I.ISTULATUS 198 JI8 21/5/ 84 
CENTROCER<\S CLA'JULATL!1 198 JIO 21/5 / 8~ 
r,ELl OIlli CAESPITOSL!1 199 Jte 21/5/84 
COLPIJ!EII!A S II1l10SA 288 JS6 19 / 5/84 
EtHEROII0RPHA INTE5T1NALl5 26a J56 19/ 5' 94 
lILVA SP 288 J56 19/5;84 
GELIOllt1 AREliARIl!1 281 J23 "/ 1Bi~4 
GpIFFlTHS!A SECLIIDA 282 J25 13 / 10/84 
CAULACAIITHI!S USTULATUS m J25 13/10/84 
L1CHOPHORA SP 264 J19 llil8 i84 
tHT2SCHIA SP 264 ·119 13/ 18i3~ 
SPHAE90·fILUS II!\TAlIS 284 JI9 J3lW84 
8R 10PSI S CAESPITOSA 264 JI9 13/IO/8~ 
POLiSIPHll llA lNC0I1PTA 286 JI9 2/ 18 / 84 
POLiSIPHCNIA INCI11PTA 287 JI9 13/ 19/ 84 
. ARl ~ROCARO IA SP • . 298 ,119 WI ~ .' 84 
eOSmCHIA tilXTA 289 J5! 14 / 10 / 84 
CORALL 1I~ OFF I CII~L1 S 218 ,159 WI!i94 
JAlHA SP 211 J58 14 / 11 /84 
ARTHROCAROI A SP . 212 .JSe . 14.1 18 /84 
CERAlllIJ1 AREl1ARII.!1 213 
·m 1915/84 
CERA'll L"I AREHAR Ill1 214 m. l li:' 84 
Gt':!lOGC'.1GRUS GLOIIERATUb 215 J25 1417/ 84 
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E!HERlll0RPHA INTESTINAL! S 216 JI911 19/ 5/84 
BIDOlJlPHIA SP 217 KeCl 19/8/ 84 
CAlllTHAlf,lON STUPOSIJI 218 KBel 19/8i 84 
CAlLlTHAI'!lI ON STlIPOS1I1 219 KBCl 19/ 8/84 
CHE I lOSPORIJ\ PROLI FERLl1 m J58 24/ 18/ 84 
POLYSIPHlI'HA SP 221 J58 24/18/84 
IHCHOCOElliS SP 212 J58 24/18/84 
ARTHROCAROIA SP. 223 J15 25/ 18/ 84 
PLATlSIPHCmA 11IIHATA 223 J15 25/ 18/ 84 
BACHElOTIA AIlTILlARll1 224 JI2 25/1 8/ 84 
PlATYSIFHI)HIA 11IIIIATA 225 JI911 15/ 18/ 84 
GRIFFtTHSIA SECl~IDA 226 J25 25/1 8/84 
HiFNEA SPICIFERA 227 c125 25/ 18/ 84 
CALL ITHAIRH ell STUPOSIJ1 22B J35 29/ 10/94 
ceEAllllJl ARBlARIIJ\ 229 J25 1/ 4/ 84 
CAULACAlHHUS USTLILATUS 238 J25 I/ V84 
OSCI LLATOR IA BO!t~EIIA I SOUll 132 Kia 2/U84 
CHRCOCOCCLIS 111NlITliS 232 Kia • 2/ 6/8~ 
C,AlIOfHiTA (BlUE-GREEIl ALGAE) 233 KIB 1/0/84 
CIAlWPHiTA (BLUE-GRE8; ALGAE) 231 KI8 2/6/84 
PTEROSIPHCtlIA ClOIOPHilLA 234 J25 7/4/84 
eORAlLlIi<\ SP 135 ,125 7/4/84 
BIOOIJLPHIA SP 238 r,4e 23/ 4/ 93 
GELI D I LI1 CAESPlTOSU1 236 JI9SP 11 / 9/ 84 
BOSTRYCHIA HIXTA 237 JI9 29/ 5/8 4 
TAllORIElLA SP. 239 m 15/18/ 94 
PlDCAlHtll CORNlITLI1 241 J26 25/1B/84 
GRIFFITHSIA SECLUDA 241 J16 15/ 18/ 84 
CENTROCERAS CLAVlILATLl1' 242 J26 25/ 10/84 
AUDOLIWEllA SP 244 J39 28/ 9/ 83 
AIJDOlIINElLA SP 245 J39 28 /9/ 83 
GELIDIll1 REPTANS 246 JK39 28/ 5/ 83 
NITZSCHIA SP W JK39 19/5/83 
CE~AlmI1 08SDlETIJI1 248 JK39 28/ 5.'93 
GRIFFITHSIA SECltlDA 249 J38-33 1114/ 83 
FLWlOSPORlUt1 SP 25e J38-33 23/ 4/8 3 
GRIFFITHSIA SEWlDA 251 J32-35 5/ 11/83 
GELI D I LI1 REPTI'l1S 252 BC 23/ 4/83 
Cil'i10PHYTA (BLUE-GREEN ALGAE) 153 BC 13/4/83 
r,RAC I LARIA VERRUCQ:.'\ 154 BC 23/ 4/ 93 
GEll D III I 111 CROPTERll1 255 J9 iii I 1/94 
90STRYC~IA HIXTA 156 BC 13/ 4/ 83 
CORALLINA OFFICII1ALlS 257 8C 13/4/83 
HETEROSIPHONIA SP 258 BC 23/4/83 
GELlDW1 AREIJ4R1t!l 259 8C 21-'4 '9:) 
PLATlSIPHIJlIA HINIATA 268 BC 13/ 4/83 
CALLlTIWtIl!J1 STlIPOSU1 268 Be 13/ 4/83 
PL~TYSIPHONIA HINIATA 261 K32 18111 / 84 
OICTIOTA llTURATA 262 N-BCH 2?J4i 81 
OSCILLATORIA BlI'tl81AISIJUI 263 J18 23/4 .'93 
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80STR1CHIA t1 1XIA 264 KI2 8/ W84 
HERPOS1PHON1A SP 265 112 23/ 18!e4 
80STRICHIA HIXTA 266 112 2111 ~/94 
CERAl1ll11 OeSOLETl~1 267 H21 38 / 3/ B3 
CHEI L05PORIJ1 CliLTRATLI! 26B H28 31 / 318.1 
PEYSSCHIElIA CAPENSI S 269 8C 15/ 4/ 84 
mROS1PHllHA CL010PHtLLA m J26-38 31 / 3/84 
HYP1'IEA ROSEA 271 Kl5 WI 1/84 
GElIDll!1 REPTANS 272 J12 SI I 8/9.1 
CERAl1ll11 OBSOlET1I1 273 131 2214/ 83 
CALLlTHfW IIlI'I STIJPOSlI! 274 JI2 31 / 18 / B2 
OSC1LlATOR1A Btllm'A1S(lHl 275 JI9 18/ B/ 84 
AUOOU lIIEllA SP 276 JI9 28/5/ 84 
CHIJIDROCOCClJS TRIPlftlATUS 277 JI9 5/ 11 / B3 
PE I SSlHoIEI.IA CAPEI~SI S 27B BC 26/5/ B3 
II THOTHAlIN llIl SP, 279 JI9 31 / 3/ B3 
L ITHOTlWf@1 SP, 279 J28 18 / 18/83 
CALLI TH~tH iJ'I STLIPOSL!1 m BC 26! 5/ 83 
ImZSCHIA SP 291 J25RP 3e13iBJ 
l' l kN[(~~ 2B1 J25 38/ 3/ 83 
CLADOPHORA RUGUlOSA 283 J25 38 /3/S: 
TAILORIELlA SP, 2B4 J25 38/ 3/ 83 
AIJDOUlNEllA SP 285 J58 17/\/83 
PORPHIRA CAPEHSIS 286 J35-9 4/ 12/ 82 
CER~1lL11 OBSOlETl~1 287 BC 4/ 12/92 
CAUlACl!tiTHUS USTLIlATUS 2BB J3? 4/ 12182 
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Plate 1.1 Bats Cave which is cut into dune rock cliffs and 
from where this area gets its name. 
Plate 1.2 The main outfall pipe (1) leading to the sea. 
The cement structure (2) was used to control the sewage 
flow with a valve until the demand was increased. The 
K18 area is located in this cove. 
, 
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Plate 1.3 Zonation found at the Kidds Beach rocks showing 
Caulerpa filiformis (light green), Hypnea spicifera (dark 
green), Ecklonia biruncinata (brown), and assorted 
corallines. This area was 35km south-west of the outfall 
and was used as a control for the collections. 
Plate 1.4 The control area lOOOm from the outfall con-
. ~~ . 
tained assorted Codium and corallines. This is the J50 
area. 
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Plate 2.1 The Nahoon Outfall pipe (1) located 200m north-
east of the main outfall pipe. 
grid map (Fig. 3.1). 
The area is K12 on the 
Plate 2.2 The Main Outfall pipe (1) in the K18 cove. 
The grey film on the rocks is caused by the blue-green 
algae. 
water. 
This extends upwards to 1.2m above mean low 
Plate 2.3 The K18 cove at high tide. 
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Plate 2.4 The outfall pipe (1) as it releases the sewage 
into the sea. The infrared film picks up the scarlet 
tinge of the blue-green algae on the rocks (2). 
Plate 2.5 A view from the Jl9 area towards Nahoon Point. 
The K18 cove with the Main Outfall (1), the Nahoon Outfall 
(2) and Nahoon Point (3) are shown. 
Plate 2.6 When the effluent meets the sea, it mixes with 
the clean water. 
1410 
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Plate 2.7 Dye released from a textile factory flows away 
in the nearshore currents. The breakwall for the harbour 
(1) can be seen; giving some indication on the distance 
to the city. 
Plate 2.8 The dye mixing near the J23 area. 
Plate 2.9 The K18 outfall cove. 
J'-W 
Plate 2.10 The barminuter Station which is located' lOOOm 
south-west of the Main Outfall. 
Plate 2.11 The metal grids which screen large objects. 
This is the only form of treatment the sewage receives 
before entering the sea. Another station is located 
near Nahoon Point for the Nahoon Outfall. 
Plate 2.12 Objects caught by the grids are removed by a 
rake and deposited into bins for later removal. 
I~O 
-, 
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Plate 2.13 The high dune rock cliffs of the study area 
with the dunes covered in vegetation behind. The 
location of the outfall area is labelled (1). 
Plate 2.14 A view of the study area from the East London 
beachfront. Eastern Beach lies to the left. 
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Plate 3.1 Slime in a tidal pool near J19 with Caulerpa 
filiformis visible below the surface. 
Plate 3.2 EnteromorDha with a bacter~ffl Sphaerotilus 
natans attached. (Photo by Dr W. Scott) 
Plate 3.3 Qaul~ filiformis with S. natans attached. 
Plate 3.4 S. natans and other blue-greens with 
Chaetomor:phSLaJL~D11ina near the Main Outfall. 
3,/ 
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Plate 4.1 A view of the J19 study area at low tide. -
Plot clearings (1) and line transects (2) and (3) were 
carried out in this area. 
Plate 4.2 The J19 study area at high tide. 
Plate 4.3 An in£rared view of the J19 study area with the 
Main Outfall pipe (1) in the foreground. The scarlet 
tinge in the foreground is blue-green algae while the 
bright red in the J19 area consists of Caul erDa filiformis 
and Corallines 
'-hI 
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Plate 4.4 The outfall (1), t he J19 10m line (2) and the 
J19 30m line (3). 
Plate 4.5 The J25 cove showing the J23 line (1) and the 
J25 line (2). 
Plate 4.6 The J25 cove at hieh tide 
IS8 
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Plate 4.7 The J15 area (1) at low tide. 
Plate 4.8 The J50 control area at high tide. The 
location of the line (1) and plot (2) are indicated. 
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Plate 4.9 The J15 line (1), the J17 line (2), the Uahoon 
Outfall (3) and the Main Outfall (4). 
Plate 4.10 The JIO line (1) and location of the JIO 
clearing (2). Tne Nahoon Outfall (3) is indicated. 
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Plate 5.1 Cover of a cleared plot after two weeks of 
recovery by the diatom Fitzschia sp. in the J19 area 
near the outfall. 
Plate 5.2 Cover of the plot in Plate 5.1 after 4- weeks 
recovery by Enteromorpha intestinalis. 
Plate 5.3 The plot clearings, J191 (1), J19-2 (2), J19 
Spring clearing (3) contrasting the rest of the rock 
surface. The Eain Outfall (4) is indicated. 
. . 
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Plates 5.4 - 5.7 represent four plots, K18, J19, J25 and 
J50 respectively before the clearing process occurred. 
The outline of the plot is indicated. 
lbc:' 
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Plates 5.8 - 5.11 represent the 4 plots, K18, J19, J25 
and J50 after 6 weeks recovery. 
plot is indicated. 
The outline of the 
Plate 5.8 The K18 + 6 week plot has shown rapid recovery. 
Plate 5.9 The J191 +6 week plot showed almost 100% 
cover at this point. The diatom and Enteronornha 
stages have given way for Ulva sp. 
Plate 5.10 The J25 +6 week plot showed a slight covering 
of diatoms with a few other species attached in the holes. 
Plate 5.11 The J50 +6 week plot was covered slightly 
by Ulya S12. 
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Plate 5.12 - 5.15 These plates represent the plots after 
12 weeks recovery. The outline of the plot is indicated. 
Plate 5.12 The K18 +12 week plot was fully recovered and 
could not be distinguished from the surrounding surface. 
Plate 5.13 The J19I +12 week plot was covered completely. 
Cover consisted mainly of Ulva sp. 
Plate 5.14 The J25 +12 week plot was not completely 
covered. 
Plate 5.15 The J50 +12 week plot, showed more cover but 
~ 
was still noticable because of its depressed state 
A 
compared with the surrounding surface. 
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Plates 5.16 - 5.19 represent the plots after 18 weeks 
recovery. The outline of the plot is indicated. 
Plate 5.16 The K18 +18 week plot showed little change. 
Plate 5.17 The J19! +18 week plot was well established 
with Bryopsis, Ceramium and Ulva. 
Plate 5.18 The J25 +18 week plot was covered and 
Ulva sp. was the main seaweed present. 
Plate ~.19 The J50 +18 week plot was 95% covered. 
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Plates 5.20 - 5.22 represent three of the plots after 
30 weeks recovery. As there \'la s no change in the K18 
plot, refer to photo 5.16. The outline of the plot is 
indicated. 
Plate 5.20 The J19I +30 week plot was still covered 
but had started to die back resembling the rest of the 
surface. 
Plate 5.21 The J25 +30 week plot was completely covered 
in DIva sp. vdth other species mixed in between the Ulva. 
The plot stood out from the gurrounding surface. 
Plate 5.22 The J50 +30 week plot was still not recovered 
like the surrounding surface but a number of species Vlere 
found. 
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Plate 6.1 A quadrat at J23 with LithothamniuID sp. and 
Lithophyllum sp. 
Plate 6.2 The same quadrat as in plate 6.1 but using 
infrared film. Two distinct species of encrusting 
corallines can be seen (1) and (2). 
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